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Abstract
Urbanization is known to change the hydrologic and sediment supply regimes of rivers, causing more
frequent, flashier flood events (hydromodification) and a reduction and redistribution of sediment sources.
Presently, the impact that these changes have on bedload transport in gravel-bed channels and the resulting
impact on bed morphology remains largely unknown due to a lack of process based studies. A better
understanding of how riverbed form and processes evolve with urbanization is critical as they are a primary
factor in controlling stream stability, providing habitat for aquatic species and influencing flood elevations.
Additionally, stream rehabilitation is becoming increasingly common in urban rivers and an understanding
of how sediment transport dynamics change with the alterations common to urbanization is critical for a
successful design.

This thesis explores the impact of urbanization, which is the combination of hydromodification and
alterations to sediment supply, on the morphodynamics (linkages between channel form and process) of
bedforms in gravel-bed rivers. Specific objectives are: 1) to determine if detectable differences in bed
morphology exist between rural and urban rivers in the same hydrophysiographic region; 2) to characterize
the sediment transport dynamics of a highly urbanized channel; 3) to investigate the differences in
geomorphically significant flows and sediment transport characteristics for different levels of watershed
urbanization; and 4) to generalize field specific results using a mobile-bed laboratory flume to investigate
the sediment transport characteristics for different levels of watershed hydromodification.

Longitudinal profiles of 11 rural and 9 urban watercourses with pool-riffle dominated morphologies in the
same hydrophysiographic region (Southern Ontario, Canada) were investigated using three objective
bedform identification methods; zero-crossing analysis, bedform differencing technique and residual pool
depth analysis, as well as visual field identification. Results indicate that urban rivers possess deeper pools
and a more topographically variable bed.

A field investigation was undertaken to characterize event-based sediment transport dynamics of a highly
urbanized gravel-bed river over a three year period. Mimico Creek, located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
is nearly fully urbanized and lacks significant stormwater management controls, therefore making it a
v

representative study reach. Bedload transport was measured using both active and passive sampling
methods to characterize the mobility and transport dynamics of the entire range of surface particles. During
this time, over 10 floods were sampled ranging from the approximate threshold discharge to well over the
bankfull discharge. Coarse particle mobility differed from that previously reported in literature for rivers
with more natural flow regimes. A strong link was found between coarse particle mobility and the transport
dynamics of finer material which tends to dominate the bedload.

The measured bedload transport data were also used to calibrate a fractional sediment transport model
which was combined with hydrometric data corresponding to different levels of watershed urbanization to
perform a geomorphic work analysis. Urbanization is increasing the frequency, volume and time of
competent discharge events (capable of performing work on the channel). Greater increases of intermediate
discharge events were observed. Less urban streams are more influenced by larger discharge events, while
urbanization is shifting the geomorphic significance to lower (but still competent) discharges.

Inspired from the field observations, an unsteady flow laboratory experiment was conducted to provide
more generalized results. Three land-use scenarios representing different levels of watershed urbanization
were developed from measured hydrometric data. Results show that both unsteady bedload transport
dynamics and resulting bed morphology change with different levels of urbanization. Shorter duration
hydrographs (corresponding to urban conditions) possess higher transport rates, less pronounced bedload
hysteresis loops and more topographic variability of the bed. A proposed parameter for evaluating the
degree of hysteresis shows sediment transport is closely linked with falling limb dynamics.

The key conclusion from the field, modeling and laboratory studies is that bedforms in gravel-bed rivers
appear to be evolving to a state with more topographic variability. This variability is hypothesized to be
additional form roughness to dissipate energy introduced due to hydromodification. These results are
unique in literature and further our understanding of urban river processes.

Key words: urbanization, hydromodification, gravel-bed, bedforms, pool-riffle, fluvial geomorphology,
sediment transport, geomorphic work, unsteady flow, bedload hysteresis, river rehabilitation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
River forms and the processes that continually alter their states are interrelated in an ongoing feedback loop.
The shape of the cross section and bed profile, often referred to as channel form, is a function of the
processes occurring through it, namely flow and the quantity and composition of sediment being transported
[Leopold et al., 1964; Knighton, 1998]. These processes, in turn, are influenced by the channel shape and
the composition of sediment composing the bed and banks of the channel. A “quasi-stable” channel is
considered to be one that the average shape of the cross section remains relatively constant, although the
channel may migrate due to bank erosion and deposition associated with meandering. Thus, channel form
can remain relatively constant over long periods of time, although the position of the channel may not
[Leopold et al., 1964].

Bedforms are an inherent physical expression of a given river system. These form elements add additional
complexity to the feedback loop between form and process as their formation is governed by flow
mechanics and sediment movement [Leeder, 1983], but in turn bedforms influence flow through additional
form resistance [Simons and Richardson, 1966; Millar, 1999] as well as sediment transport along the
channel [e.g. Sear, 1996]. Bedforms exist in sand-bed channels as ripples, dunes and anti-dunes, depending
on flow strength and flow regime [Simons and Richardson, 1966]. In gravel-bed rivers, bedforms exist at
different spatial scales from micro-scale features such as particle clusters [Martini, 1977; Brayshaw et al.,
1983] and stone cells [Church et al., 1998] to macro-scale forms such as pools, steps, riffles and bars
[Leopold et al., 1964; Montgomery and Buffington, 1997]. The adjustment of these macro-scale form
elements is the focus of this work.

Pool-riffle morphologies commonly occur in moderate channel slopes (<1.5%) [Montgomery and
Buffington, 1997] and in rivers where median particle sizes exceed 2 mm in bedload material [Richards,
1976]. They consist of a series of deeps (pools) and shallows (riffles) which are rhythmically expanding
and contracting; inter-spaced at approximate distances of 5 to 7 times the channel width from the previous
form of the same type [Leopold et al., 1964; Keller and Melhorn, 1978]. Surface material on riffles tends
to be coarser than that of pools [Leopold et al., 1964], however, this is dependent on antecedent flood
conditions as pools can be filled in during extended low-flow periods while being swept clean of the finer
(sand) material during large floods [Keller, 1971; Richards, 1976].
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Pool-riffle development and

maintenance has been suggested to occur due to different velocity gradients with increasing discharge in
pools and riffles [Keller, 1971] or the minimization of potential energy expenditure [Yang, 1971]. These
bedforms also provide critical spawning habitat [Kondolf and Wolman, 1993] and energy dissipation
through flow resistance [Yang, 1971; Millar, 1999].

The self-organizing, self-adjusting nature of rivers and the interrelation between river form and processes
implies that alterations to boundary conditions that control processes such as flow and sediment input will
result in systematic changes to channel form. The proportionality between form and process, and the
resulting direction of change due to an adjustment was conceptualized by Lane [1955] and is illustrated in
the popular balance scale diagram (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Lane’s [1955] balance scale diagram illustrating the proportionality between channel
form and process [from Rosgen, 1996].
This concept describes that the sediment load (amount) and caliber (size) is proportional to the water
discharge (amount) and the channel slope (ability of the river to transport the water and sediment). Changes
to any of these variables will result in either channel degradation or aggradation, depending on the variable
and direction of change. This proportionality has been used as the basis of a number of channel evolution
models to document channel change in varying hydrophysiographic regions [e.g. Schumm, 1969; Schumm
et al., 1984; Julien, 2002; Hawley and Bledsoe., 2013].

Disturbances to river systems can occur on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Spatial scales include
point scale, reach scale and watershed scale. Examples of point and reach scale disturbances are; dam
construction, channelization, gravel bar mining, influx of sediment from a landslide or a local diversion of
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water for agriculture. Watershed scale disturbances are commonly associated with large-scale forest fires
and changes in land-use practices, where a watershed is developed for agricultural or urban purposes. While
reach scale disturbances have been well documented to have impacts on channel morphology, watershed
scale disturbances have tended to result in greater impacts as they commonly include various point or reach
scale disturbances, in addition to the larger scale alterations [Gregory, 2006]. Watershed scale disturbances
associated with land-use change commonly begin with a transition from an unaltered condition to
agricultural land-use conditions, consisting of deforestation, the construction of drainage canals
(channelization), tile drains, and water harvesting through irrigation practices. From here, the watershed
may become urbanized, resulting in increases to impervious surfaces (reduction in infiltration capacity) and
drainage densities through the construction of buildings, roads, parking lots and storm sewer networks
(Figure 1.2). Of the different types of watershed scale disturbances due to with land-use change, changes
associated with urbanization have resulted in the most extreme changes to watershed hydrology and channel
morphology [Leopold, 1968; Gregory, 2006].
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Figure 1.2: Common land-use progression from unaltered through agricultural to urban with
commonly associated point, reach and watershed scale disturbances (watershed scale disturbances
indicated in bold italics).

Urbanization is known to alter the hydrologic response of a watershed, often referred to as
hydromodification, changing the spatial and temporal delivery of how water enters a channel; with
documented increases in flood frequency, flood peaks and flashiness and corresponding decreases in flood
durations [Leopold, 1968; Hollis, 1975; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2011; Annable et al., 2012]. Urbanization
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can also alter the sediment sources and supply (bed material, suspended or washload) to a river, including
increases during active construction phases [Wolman, 1967] and the redistribution of locations of sediment
sources within a watershed from upland sources to predominantly in-channel sources [Trimble, 1997;
Nelson and Booth, 2002]. It is unclear how bed material supply is changed as a watershed approaches
build-out (its maximum possible state of urbanization), however, a space-for-time substitution conducted
on watersheds with varying degrees of urbanization in southern Ontario by Annable et al. [2012] suggests
that bed material supply decreases with increasing urban land-use. These changes ultimately “tip the scale”,
and result in alterations to channel form in urbanized channels.

The systematic channel response associated with urbanization has primarily been documented as channel
enlargement [Hammer, 1972; Booth, 1990; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2013],
which often coincides with excessive erosion and/or deposition, resulting in the ecological degradation of
the channel [Walsh et al., 2005]. Some studies have contradicted this, concluding that urban channels do
not increase in size [Annable et al., 2012]. The impact that urbanization may have on channel bed
morphology has been less documented, with the primary observation being bed coarsening [Finkenbine et
al., 2000; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Annable et al., 2012; Hawley et al., 2013]; however, there is a lack of
knowledge on how channel bedforms and the sediment transport characteristics maintaining them evolve
under urbanizing flow and sediment routing regimes (both form and process), especially pertaining to
gravel-bed channels.

Historical engineering measures in urban channels have been channelization, channel armoring and “peak
flow shaving” through stormwater management practices. While these proved effective as short-term
solutions, their long-term impacts have generally contributed to the morphologic and ecologic degradation
already observed in these channels [MacRae, 1997; Walsh et al., 2005]. This degradation common to urban
channels has resulted in an increase in urban river rehabilitation projects [Bernhardt et al., 2005; Roni et
al., 2008; Kenney et al., 2012]. A common practice has been to reintroduce pool-riffle morphologies to
enhance channel stability and augment aquatic habitat diversity [Newbury and Gaboury, 1993; Harper et
al., 1998; Booth, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2015], but this activity has been documented to be difficult to
achieve in urban settings [Harper et al., 1998; Schwartz et al., 2015].

Integral to the successful

implementation of river rehabilitation projects is an understanding of the sediment transport characteristics
of both the existing and desired channel outcomes [Kellerhals and Miles, 1996; Shields Jr. et al., 2003],
however, due to the lack of process based studies in urban rivers and long-term sediment data sets, indirect
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methods such as sediment budgets [e.g. Allmendinger et al., 2007] and numerical modelling [Schwartz and
Neff, 2011] are often employed without field calibration. There is thus a need to better understand how a)
bed morphology and b) sediment transport processes are changing at the field-scale due to watershed
urbanization in gravel-bed channels.

1.1 Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis is to explore the impact of urbanization, which is the combination of
hydromodification and alterations to sediment supply, on bed morphology in gravel-bed rivers. Due to
existing data and the proximity to field sites, the field data encompass rivers located in Southern Ontario,
Canada. Specific objectives are as follows:

1. Determine if detectable differences in bed morphology exist between rural and urban rivers in the
same hydrophysiographic region;
2. Characterize the sediment transport dynamics of a highly urbanized channel;
3. Investigate the differences in geomorphically significant flows and sediment transport
characteristics for different levels of watershed urbanization; and
4. Generalize field specific results using a mobile-bed laboratory flume to investigate the sediment
transport characteristics for different levels of watershed hydromodification.
The overall contribution of this thesis work is a better understanding of how the morphodynamics (the
linkage between channel form and process) of gravel-bed channels is changing with watershed
urbanization. This is of particular importance for water resources engineers, watershed managers, fluvial
geomorphologists and aquatic biologists/ecologists involved in:
•

Flood control: Evolving bedforms may result in a change in form roughness which can have notable
impacts on measured and estimated water levels [Millar, 1999];

•

Aquatic habitat management: Evolving bedforms may result in a change in bed variability and
composition which can have positive or negative impacts (depending on the direction and
magnitude of change) on the species that occupy those habitat niches [Kellerhals and Miles, 1996];

•

River restoration/rehabilitation activities: As understanding the sediment transport dynamics of the
restoration reach is a crucial factor in a successful design [Kellerhals and Miles, 1996; Shields Jr.
et al., 2003], more process based studies will further our knowledge of the impacts of urbanization
on sediment transport in gravel-bed channels. Moreover, current prescribed river rehabilitation
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metrics have been derived from rivers with relatively unaltered hydrologic regimes [Leopold et al.,
1964; Newbury and Gaboury, 1993; Annable, 1996b; Rosgen, 1996] and it is possible that these
metrics are not adequate for rivers with altered hydrologic and sediment regimes.

1.2 Thesis Organization
The format of this thesis introduces Chapters 2, 3 and 4 as distinct topics, or manuscripts, which have been,
or will be, submitted to scientific journals. There may be slight repetition amongst the literature reviews
within each chapter, which is necessary for each chapter to flow independently of each other. To facilitate
the linkage between these distinct topics, a transition paragraph is included between Chapters 2 and 3, and
Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 2 addresses objective one. Measured longitudinal profiles from datasets of rural and urban rivers
are compared using multiple objective bedform identification methods. The methods and results from this
study are presented and discussed.

Chapter 3 addresses objectives two and three. Results from the multi-year bedload transport sampling
campaign on Mimico Creek are presented, discussed and compared to existing literature. The methods and
results from the fractional bedload transport modelling and magnitude-frequency analysis are also presented
and discussed.

Chapter 4 addresses objective four. The methods and results from the mobile-bed laboratory study are
presented and discussed. This includes the development of hydrologic scenarios used to simulate different
levels of watershed hydromodification. The results are compared to existing field studies in literature and
potential applications to field-scale engineering solutions.

Chapter 5 combines the major conclusions from the three distinct manuscripts presented in Chapters 2, 3
and 4, highlighting their significance to water-resources engineering, aquatic habitat management and river
rehabilitation and ties them back to the study objectives. Additionally, recommendations for future research
are discussed.

Cited references and appendices follow Chapter 5. Appendices include additional results and supporting
information pertaining to Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
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Chapter 2
Pool-Riffle Metamorphosis in Urbanizing Gravel-bed Rivers of
Southern Ontario, Canada
2.1 Introduction
Rivers adjust their form based on the spatial and temporal inputs of water and sediment that they receive.
Departure from a quasi-equilibrium form of a given watercourse may occur when the state variables deviate
from long-term trends resulting in channel adjustments which depend upon the type and magnitude of
disturbance [Leopold et al., 1964; Schumm, 1969]. Urbanization is known to alter hydrologic responses of
a watershed, changing spatial and temporal routing characteristics of how and when water enters a
watercourse [Leopold, 1968; Hollis, 1975; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2011]. Sediment sources and supply (bed
material, suspended or washload) may also change or be redistributed during and after the period of
urbanization from upland to predominantly in-channel sources [Wolman, 1967; Trimble, 1997; Nelson and
Booth, 2002]. It is unclear how bed material supply changes as a watershed approaches build-out, however,
a space-for-time substitution conducted on watersheds with varying degrees of urbanization in southern
Ontario, Canada by Annable et al., [2012] suggests that bed material supply decreases with increasing urban
land-use.

Channel enlargement resulting from urbanization is a common morphologic adjustment [Hammer, 1972;
Booth, 1990; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2013]. Impacts to channel bed
morphology during the corresponding period have been less documented, however, bed coarsening has
been a common observation [Finkenbine et al., 2000; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Annable et al., 2012; Hawley et
al., 2013]. In riffle-pool dominated morphologies, a shortening of riffles and a corresponding lengthening
and deepening of pools was observed for watersheds of increasing urbanization [Annable, 2010; Hawley et
al., 2013]. Annable [2010] also documented an increase in meander wavelength in urban gravel-bed
channels without a corresponding increase in pool-riffle spacing, which effectively increase the frequency
of riffles and pools with respect to the meander geometry.

The changing frequency of bedforms is similar to the spatial transition between lower-slope to higher-slope
morphologies (i.e. riffle-pool to step-pool), where the bedform frequency and corresponding spatial
variability adjusts in response to changing erosive energy resulting from channel gradient [Montgomery
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and Buffington, 1997]. Deeper pools act in similar ways to scour-pools below hydraulic structures, which
are known to dissipate energy [Bormann and Julien, 1991]. Pool-riffle development and maintenance has
been suggested to occur due different velocity gradients with increasing discharge in pools and riffles
[Keller, 1971] or the minimization of potential energy expenditure [Yang, 1971]. It is hypothesized that
pool-riffle frequency changes may be temporally occurring with the increasing erosive energy, where the
channel gradient may not change considerably [Annable, 2010; Hawley et al., 2013]. Knowing the ultimate
morphologic adjustment due to urbanization is important for stream ecology, flood control and target
morphologies in stream restoration design.

Existing studies on gravel-bedform evolution arising from urbanization have all employed field based
characterizations of riffles and pools and, as such, can be biased due to operator preference in the definition
of where riffles and pools begin or end [Richards, 1976; Hayward, 1980; O’ Neill and Abrahams, 1984;
Wooldridge and Hickin, 2002]. The objective of this study is to employ objective bedform identification
methods on datasets of rural [Annable, 1996a] and urban [Annable et al., 2012] gravel-bed, pool-riffle
watercourses in the same hydrophysiographic region to determine if any differences exist in a) pool-riffle
sequence frequencies and b) topographic variability of bed profiles between the two datasets. The objective
bedform identification methods employed here are 1) zero-crossing analysis [Richards, 1976], 2) bedform
differencing technique [O’Neill and Abrahams, 1984] and, 3) residual pool depths [Lisle, 1987]. Each
method offers different measures of bedform geometry and topographic variability. These methods are also
compared to visual field identification to assess if any major differences are present.

2.2 Field Sites
River data sets from Annable [1996a] and Annable et al. [2012] for rural and urban watersheds, respectively,
were initially screened based upon a number of criteria to ensure that selected watercourses were
representative of pool-riffle morphologies [Montgomery and Buffington, 1997] and that the surveyed
longitudinal profiles were sufficient for representative comparisons. Leopold et al. [1964] suggest a
minimum of two meander wavelengths to adequately characterize the morphologic characteristics of the
river. As such, the normalized longitudinal length of the surveys (NL), which is the longitudinal distance
normalized by the average bankfull width (𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ), was chosen to a minimum of 24 (assumes an average

pool-riffle sequence of 6 channel widths) wherever possible (in all cases but one). Density of field-surveyed
points along each longitudinal profile was also considered. Certain objective bedform identification
methods require that an even spacing of points be employed, for example, one point every bankfull width
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[O’Neill and Abrahams, 1984].

This method, however, may omit some of the “minor patterns”,

characterized as smaller steps and topographic variations observed throughout riffles and pools [Hayward,
1980]. The longitudinal survey methods employed by Annable [1996b] and Annable et al. [2012]
characterize every major break in slope and, at a maximum spacing, every channel width. The normalized
mean spacing (NS), which is the mean distance between points normalized by the average bankfull width
(𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ), ranged in this study between 0.48 ≤ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 ≤ 1.30. Logistics of field surveys will inherently introduce

variability into this metric as it is difficult to obtain measurements at precise intervals, and four of the
selected reaches have an NS slightly greater than 1. The percentage of urban land-use was identified for the

same approximate time period as the channels were surveyed using a combination of land-use classification
maps [OMNR, 2006] and historical aerial photograph inspection [Thompson, 2013]. While there is some
overlap between urban and rural datasets, the urban land-use in the rural datasets was more distributed
throughout the watershed, which acts to attenuate the hydrologic impacts associated with urbanization.
Surficial geology of the reaches is primarily till, with some overlying glaciofluvial deposits. The final
selected reaches and associated characteristics are presented in Table 2.1. A map of their locations is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Reach locations in Southern Ontario, Canada. Shaded region near Toronto represents
limits of urban development.
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Table 2.1: Selected riffle-pool morphology study reach characteristics
Map
Ref. #

Name

EC
Gauge

LandUse

Aw
(km2)

% Urban
LandUse

Avg.
Slope
(m/m)

Avg.
Wbf
(m)

Avg.
hbf
(m)

NL
(Wbf)

NS
(m/Wbf)

1

BEAVER RIVER NEAR
BEAVERTON

02EC011

R

282

4

4.10E-03

27.6

1.36

29.2

0.86

2

BOWMANVILLE CREEK AT
BOWMANVILLE

02HD006

R

82.9

6

7.70E-03

15.8

0.60

78.6

1.21

3

CANAGAGIGUE CREEK
NEAR ELMIRA

02GA023

R

118

7

3.80E-03

27.6

0.74

55.9

0.70

4

COLD CREEK AT ORLAND

02HK007

R

159

3

8.00E-04

22.3

1.22

32.0

0.76

5

CREDIT RIVER NEAR
CATARACT

02HB001

R

82.3

4

1.40E-03

17.8

0.84

54.6

0.88

6

FAREWELL CREEK AT
OSHAWA

02HD014

R

58.5

14

8.70E-03

19.2

0.54

43.7

0.75

7

GANARASKA RIVER ABOVE
DALE

02HD012

R

232

2

1.90E-03

27.6

1.30

48.6

0.82

8

HUMBER RIVER NEAR
PALGRAVE

02HC047

R

117

6

2.20E-03

15.2

0.84

60.1

0.96

9

NOTTAWASAGA RIVER AT
HOCKLEY

02ED026

R

172.9

4

3.20E-03

14.3

0.92

27.0

1.00

10

SAUGEEN RIVER ABOVE
DURHAM

02FC016

R

329

2

1.40E-03

41.7

0.92

26.2

0.57

11

WILLOW CREEK AT
MIDHURST

02ED010

R

127

11

1.20E-03

15.7

0.78

41.9

0.60

12

DON RIVER AT YORK MILLS

02HC005

U

95.5

72

2.10E-03

14.9

0.93

87.5

0.68

13

ETOBICOKE CREEK AT
BRAMPTON

02HC017

U

67.7

24

4.40E-03

13.0

0.43

66.0

0.48

14

ETOBICOKE CREEK BELOW
QEW

02HC030

U

215.4

62

5.10E-03

19.1

0.83

106.2

1.30

15

GRINDSTONE CREEK NEAR
ALDERSHOT

02HB012

U

83.9

13

5.00E-03

11.7

0.47

13.6

0.80

16

HARMONY CREEK AT
OSHAWA

02HD013

U

43

44

2.60E-03

9.7

0.77

69.7

0.94

17

LITTLE DON RIVER AT DON
MILLS

02HC029

U

135.1

70

2.10E-03

14.1

1.10

53.9

1.00

18

MIMICO CREEK AT
ISLINGTON

02HC033

U

73.8

87

5.50E-03

11.7

0.90

170.0

0.63

19

REDHILL CREEK AT
HAMILTON

02HA014

U

56.3

66

2.70E-03

13.1

0.57

104.0

1.33

20

STONEY CREEK AT STONEY
02HA022
U
19.2
15
1.00E-02
8.7
0.76
25.6
CREEK
Notes: R = rural land-use, U = urban land-use, Wbf = bankfull width, hbf = bankfull depth, NL = normalized reach length, NS =
normalized survey point spacing.
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2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Zero-Crossing Analysis
Zero-crossing analysis involves fitting a regression model to each measured bed profile in order to detrend
the profile, and the corresponding residuals are used to identify riffles (as positive residuals) and pools (as
negative residuals) [Richards, 1976]. Both linear and second-order polynomials were fitted to the profiles
with all regressions being significant at a confidence level of 95%. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
the regressions results in a measure of absolute fit of the model, or how much the residuals deviate from a
planar bed. Given that channels of different sizes will have inherently different magnitudes of residuals, a
scaling parameter is required to compare the RMSE values obtained from different channels. The
normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) is proposed here, which is defined as:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(2.1)

where ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the average bankfull depth.
2.3.2 Bedform Differencing

Bedform differencing involves differencing successive elevations in the downstream direction along a
given profile [O’Neill and Abrahams, 1984]. An uninterrupted sequence of differences with the same sign
(i.e. positive or negative) is defined as a series, and the sum of each series is referred to as a series elevation
change. The series elevation changes are then summed to obtain a cumulative elevation change. If the
cumulative elevation change exceeds a specified tolerance, a new bedform is identified and the cumulative
elevation change is reset to zero. This process is then repeated for the entire profile length. The ability to
adequately represent bedforms using this technique is strongly dependent upon the appropriate selection of
an elevation tolerance parameter (𝐸𝐸Τ ) [O’Neill and Abrahams, 1984; Wooldridge and Hickin, 2002;

Hanrahan, 2007]. It has been suggested that 𝐸𝐸Τ = 0.75𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 , where SD represents the standard deviation of

the differenced elevations, be adopted for survey point spacings of approximately one channel width
[O’Neill and Abrahams, 1984]. When spacing of field-sampled points varies greatly, Hanrahan [2007]
suggested a tolerance of 𝐸𝐸Τ = (1⁄𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 )𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 . Both tolerances were tested in this study.

2.3.3 Residual Pool Depth Analysis

Residual pool depth analysis was introduced by Lisle [1987] as a metric to evaluate pool depths independent
of discharge. In pool-riffle dominated morphologies, the residual depth of a point is the difference between
the thalweg elevation and the downstream riffle crest. Correspondingly, the residual depths of riffles are
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by definition equal to zero. This method has been used to investigate the temporal changes in longitudinal
profiles due to large sediment pulses [Madej, 1999] and due to the removal of large woody debris [Lisle,
1995a], but has not been used to investigate the bed response due to watershed urbanization. Both the mean
and standard deviation of residual pool values give a measure of the bed variability in the longitudinal
direction. Similar to the zero-crossing analysis, a scaling parameter is required as the magnitude of residual
pool values will be different for different sized channels. Average bankfull depth (ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ) has been suggested
as an appropriate scaling factor as it remains relatively constant throughout the reach [Madej, 1999].

2.3.4 Visual Field Identification
As an additional validation of the objective bedform identification methods, results were compared to the
field identified bedform geometries in both datasets [Annable 1996a; Annable et al., 2012]. Riffles were
characterized as regions of shallow, fast moving water which has a relatively constant flow depth [Annable,
1996b] and by changes in substrate coarseness, since the surface layer of riffles is known to be coarser than
that of pools [Leopold et al., 1964; Lisle and Hilton, 1992]. Conversely, pools were characterized as
relatively deep regions with a near horizontal water surface profile (at low discharges) [Leopold et al.,
1964]. Field identification methods allow substrate to be considered in addition to geometry, but may
introduce possible operator bias as the indicators listed above can vary temporally with stage, with higher
stages tending to equalize the water surface slope, making the discrimination between riffles and pools
difficult [Leopold et al., 1964]. Substrate indicators can be dependent on flood history, which can cause
differences in riffle-pool sedimentation coupling [Keller, 1971; Chartrand et al., 2015]. Even without these
factors, two different operators may not have the same definition of the beginning and end of a riffle.
Nonetheless, visual methods serve as a comparison to the objective method results used here [Wooldridge
and Hickin, 2002].

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Comparison Between Objective Methods
To compare the different methods, normalized mean riffle spacing (mean spacing between riffles
normalized by 𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ) and the distribution of normalized riffle spacing for each rural and urban reach are

examined (Figure 2.2). Although not presented, similar relative trends are exhibited for the normalized
pool spacing.
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Figure 2.2: Normalized riffle spacing for the rural (left) and urban (right) datasets for a,f) zerocrossing linear regression, b,g) zero crossing nonlinear regression, c,h) bedform differencing with ET
= (1/NS)SD tolerance, d,i) bedform differencing with ET = 0.75SD tolerance, e,j) residual pool depths.
See text for details on methods. Note: f and h are truncated at 30 (#14 and #18 extend beyond).
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In general, the bedform differencing method using the 𝐸𝐸Τ = (1⁄𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 )𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 tolerance (Figures 2.2c and 2.2h)

deviates the greatest relative to other methods, arising from several reaches having low NS values and
resulting in a high tolerance unable to capture many of the bedforms present in these reaches. As NS
increases to a value greater than 1.0, results from this method begin to converge on the other tolerance
employed (𝐸𝐸Τ = 0.75𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 ) (Figures 2.2d and 2.2i), which better aligns with the other methods. The zero-

crossing method using linear regression (Figures 2.2a and 2.2f) also results in spacings that often deviate
from the other methods. Inspection of the profiles fitted with linear models (Appendix A) reveals that there

are certain cases when the linear model missed pools or riffles due to localized reaches of higher or lower
elevations relative to the mean downward trend of the channel (Figure 2.3). Especially present in surveys
of longer length, longitudinal profiles often exhibit concave shapes which the linear model is unable to
characterize. The nonlinear regression model performs as good or better than the linear regression model
(Figures 2.2b and 2.2g) as it often captures sub-reaches of different elevations and better fits concave
profiles (Figure 2.3). The residual pool depth method (Figures 2.2e and 2.2j) often yields larger riffle
spacings as some of the bedforms identified with the other methods are in the pool regions upstream of a
large riffle crest. However, the deviations are not as great as the 𝐸𝐸Τ = (1⁄𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 )𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 tolerance bedform
differencing or the zero-crossing linear models.

Figure 2.3: Examples of linear regression error for 02HC033.
To examine if longitudinal sample point spacing impacted the resulting bedform frequencies, normalized
mean riffle spacings are plotted against normalized survey point spacing (NS) for each method employed
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(Figure 2.4). For all methods except 𝐸𝐸Τ = (1⁄𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 )𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 tolerance bedform differencing (which already
considers NS in the method), there is a significant (p < 0.05) increasing trend, although considerable scatter

is still exhibited. However, as previously mentioned, the survey methods considered every significant break
in slope and morphologic feature and it was difficult to conclude if the correlation between sample point
spacing and riffle spacing is an artifact of the methods involved or simply a consequence of reaches
surveyed with higher point densities where increased frequencies in bedform features were observed.

Figure 2.4: Point Density vs riffle spacing for; ZC1 zero-crossing linear regression, ZC2 zero crossing
nonlinear regression, BD1 bedform differencing with ET = (1/NS)SD tolerance, BD2 bedform
differencing with ET = 0.75SD tolerance, and RPD residual pool depths.
Given these comparisons, zero-crossing nonlinear models, 𝐸𝐸Τ = 0.75𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 tolerance bedform differencing
and residual pool methods were chosen to examine any trends present between the urban and rural datasets.

These methods are referred to hereafter as the zero-crossing, bedform difference and residual pool methods.
Detailed results from each objective method are located in Appendix A.
2.4.2 Pool-Riffle Frequency and Riffle Lengths
Normalized riffle spacing from the three selected methods are compared to the percent urban land-use (as
determined by Annable et al., [2012]) in Figure 2.5. Considerable scatter is visible with no significant
trends (verified with linear regression models, not shown). The three methods were averaged for each
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dataset resulting in a mean spacing of 4.6 ± 1.2 and 5.7 ± 2.6 channel widths for rural and urban channels,
respectively. A two-tailed t-test fails to reject the null hypothesis of statistical similarity (p=0.24),
indicating that there are no significant differences between rural and urban mean riffle frequencies. This is
true even when the visible outlier (02HC030) is removed (which decreases the mean riffle spacing for the
urban reaches to 4.9 ± 1.4 channel widths), as this is the only point to fall outside the 95% confidence limits
in the linear regressions (not shown). The outlier represents an urban reach with different surficial geology
(interbedded limestone and shale) which has resulted in a more planar bed with larger spacing between
major morphologic units.

Figure 2.5: Riffle spacing vs percent urban land-use for a) zero crossing nonlinear regression, b)
bedform differencing with 0.75SD tolerance, c) residual pool depths. See text for details on methods.
Although not shown, similar results are obtained for riffle lengths. Mean riffle lengths are 2.6 ± 0.8 and
2.4 ± 1.1 channel widths for rural and urban channels, respectively. A two-tailed t-test also fails to reject
the null hypothesis of statistical similarity (p=0.31) indicating there is no difference in mean riffle lengths
between the rural and urban channels.
2.4.3 Pool Depths and Bedform Variability
Pool depths between urban and rural datasets are evaluated by comparing the normalized mean residual
pool depths obtained for each channel (Figure 2.6a). Mean normalized residual pool depths are 0.34 ± 0.13
and 0.49 ± 0.15 for the rural and urban datasets, respectively. A two-tailed t-test determined these two
means to be statistically different (p = 0.03), indicating that pool depths are, on average, deeper in urban
watercourses. No correlation was found between the normalized mean residual pool depth and the percent
urban land-use.
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Figure 2.6: a) Mean normalized residual pool depths and b) standard deviation of normalized pool
depths for each study reach vs percent urban land-use (residual pool depth method).

Bed variability is assessed using both the standard deviation of normalized residual depths (Figure 2.6b)
and the NRMSE for both linear and nonlinear zero-crossing methods (Figure 2.7). A two-tailed t-test found
standard deviations of normalized residual depths to be significantly different (p = 0.05) between the rural
and urban datasets with means of 0.27 ± 0.12 and 0.39 ± 0.12, respectively. A weak correlation was found
between the standard deviation of normalized residual pool depths and the percent urban land-use (p = 0.08)
with a linear-log regression, however, considerable variability exists with the model explaining only 16%
of the variability (not shown). The linear regression zero-crossing method yields mean NRMSE values of
0.36 ± 0.15 and 0.45 ± 0.18 for the rural and urban datasets, respectively, while the nonlinear regression
yields mean NRMSE values of 0.33 ± 0.12 and 0.43 ± 0.16 for the rural and urban datasets, respectively.
While mean NRMSE values for the urban datasets are higher, implying more variability, two-sided t-tests
are unable to reject the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence level (p = 0.22 and p = 0.13 for linear and
nonlinear methods, respectively).
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Figure 2.7: a) NRMSE of linear regression and b) NRMSE of nonlinear regression for each study
reach vs percent urban land-use.
2.4.4 Comparison with Visual Field Identification
Normalized riffle spacings from field identification are 4.8 ± 1.5 and 6.4 ± 2.2 channel widths for rural and
urban channels, respectively. Correspondingly, normalized mean riffle lengths are 2.3 ± 1.0 and 2.1 ± 1.1
channel widths for rural and urban channels, respectively. Comparing the field identified results to riffle
spacings and lengths obtained with the objective identification methods reveals no statistical differences
between the methods. In both cases, two-sided t-tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of statistical similarity
at a 95% confidence level, implying that both field and objective methods yield similar results. Both field
and objective methods arrive at similar results for riffle spacing in rural channels, with more scatter present
for urban channels (Figure 2.8a). In general, objective methods result in shorter riffle spacings than field
methods, especially for urban channels. More scatter exists between these methods for riffle lengths, with
objective methods resulting in longer riffle lengths than field methods (Figure 2.8b). A possible explanation
for the increased scatter in lengths is that the objective methods do not differentiate between riffles and
runs, which are separated in the field methods.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between objective methods and visual field identification for a) normalized
riffle spacing and b) normalized riffle lengths.

2.5 Discussion
The similarities in pool-riffle spacing between urban and rural datasets are not surprising. Although
Annable [2010] commented on an increased pool-riffle frequency for urban channels, this was due to a
reported increase in meander wavelength, and not a decrease in the spacing relative to channel width. This
can be interpreted as an increase in pool-riffle frequency relative to the common relationships associated
with meander geometry [Leopold et al., 1964]. Further, although the common pool (or riffle) spacing is 57 channel widths [Leopold et al., 1964; Keller and Melhorn, 1978], considerable natural variability can still
exist within free forming pool-riffle morphology [Keller and Melhorn, 1978]. Variability in pool-riffle
sequences can also arise from forcing features such as large woody debris or channel obstructions [Lisle,
1986; Montgomery et al., 1995]. Regardless of watershed land-use, pool-riffle sequences are known to be
relatively stationary once developed, unlike bedforms in sand bed streams [Leopold et al., 1964], further
enforcing that major rearrangements (detectable using statistical methods with a relatively small sample
size) of these large bed features would not likely occur.

Although the watercourses evaluated here are within a similar hydrophysiographic region, local variations
in geology and valley morphology can also influence this sequence, but in general pool-riffle sequences
tend to develop with similar patterns independent of bed geology [Keller and Melhorn, 1978], although this
was not evaluated in this study. Forcing elements can considerably alter pool-riffle sequences [Lisle, 1986;
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Montgomery et al., 1995]. In urban streams, these may be bridge abutments, storm sewer outfalls, grade
control structures or other anthropogenically introduced material. Large anthropogenically introduced
material, such as rip-rap commonly used for bank protection or traditional revetments, was observed in
many of the bedforms present in the urban streams (arising from failed channel works) resulting in a bed
armoring layer disproportionately large in size to the naturally derived bed and bank material supply. These
combined factors could be resulting in the larger standard deviation associated with mean riffle spacing of
urban channels studied here (confirmed with both objective and field methods), however, the methods used
in this study did not differentiate between naturally forming pool-riffle sequences or forced sequences so
no conclusive evidence can be drawn.

The increased topographic variability identified in urban reaches, although subtle, supports the field
observations of Annable [2010] who observed additional “in-line pools” which did not correspond to pools
associated with the outside of bends, which are a common characteristic of pool-riffle morphologies. These
in-line pools were described as having a shallower depth relative to bend pools, which supports why these
were not identified in the objective bedform identification methods, which are only suited for identifying
major bedform units [Wooldridge and Hickin, 2002].

These shallower pools would, however,

correspondingly increase the bed variability, which is indicated by the results presented in this study
(Figures 2.6b, 2.7a and 2.7b).

Increased pool depths are also consistent with observations made in urbanizing pool-riffle morphologies of
the Eastern United States [Hawley et al., 2013]. As a primary response to urbanization is known to be
channel incision [Schumm et al., 1984; Booth, 1990], it follows that deeper pools would be expected as a
form of channel response to the urban hydrologic and sediment supply regimes. Deeper pools would also
serve as an extra form of energy dissipation, much like a plunge pool below a hydraulic structure, such as
those common in stream restoration [Scurlock et al., 2012]. Pools are known to scour at flows above
bankfull and begin to fill as the stage drops below this threshold [Leopold et al., 1964; Lisle, 1979].
However, an increase in flood events above this threshold could result in additional scour relative to fill.
Urban streams in this study have been documented to have an increased average annual frequency of
bankfull discharge events relative to rural streams (Figure 2.9), supporting the observed deeper pools.
Increased flood events of the urban channels also supports the theory of additional energy dissipation. Bed
material supply has been documented to be a controlling factor for pool depths [Whittaker and Davies,
1982; Buffington et al., 2002], erosion rates and bed surface texture [Pfeiffer et al., 2017]. In a flume study
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with forced steps, maximum pool depths corresponded to the lowest bed material supply rate [Whittaker
and Davies, 1982]. Bed material supply has been suggested to decrease with urbanization [Annable et al.,
2012], which could also be a contributing factor to the observed differences. A higher frequency of channel
obstructions in urban channels (storm sewer outfalls, bridge abutments and grade control structures) could
also contribute to greater pool depths [Buffington et al., 2002].

Figure 2.9: Average annual frequency of bankfull discharge events for each study reach [modified
from Annable et al., 2012]. Error bars represent annual range throughout the study period [Annable
et al., 2012].
Urbanization is known to change the hydrologic regime of a watershed by increasing flood peaks and
frequencies, while decreasing lag-times and event durations [Leopold, 1968; Hollis, 1975; Hawley and
Bledsoe, 2011; Annable et al., 2012]. These changes in hydrology introduce additional erosive energy into
the river system, and consequently channels undergoing watershed urbanization have been documented to
depart from their previous morphologies towards a new quasi-equilibrium condition in balance with the
new hydrologic and sediment regimes [Hammer, 1972; Booth, 1990; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006;
Hawley and Bledsoe, 2013]. Evidence from this study suggests that riverbeds in gravel-bed, pool-riffle
morphology dominated watercourses are becoming more topographically variable as a manifestation of this
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increased erosive energy. Increased topographic variability is suggested to act as additional form roughness
to compensate for the increase in small to intermediate discharge events common to urbanization [Hollis,
1975; Booth, 1990]. Form roughness has been documented to be more significant at low to medium flows
before it becomes drowned out [Parker and Peterson, 1980]. However, evidence also exists which suggests
that form roughness can still dominate at bankfull flows [Millar, 1999]. Additional form roughness due to
increased topographic variability, whether they be from in-line pools (discussed in the previous paragraph)
or simply deeper bend pools could be the subtle development of a new quasi-equilibrium characteristic in
urban gravel-bed watercourses.

The limited number of watercourses studied here presents a sample size limitation which can decrease the
power of the statistical tests used in the analysis. It is possible that an increased sample size would yield
different results, although it would require a dataset which extends to different hydrologic and physiologic
regions, which would further confound the results. Moreover, the different survey lengths of the study
reaches may be providing bias to the overall results since some reaches will inherently include more
bedforms than others. A standardized reach length could be used to reduce this possible bias, although in
order for all reaches to be included, this standardized reach would need to be small (Table 2.1). It is
desirable to have the longest possible survey reach to include the most bedforms and variability. As such,
the total surveyed lengths of each reach were used.

These results have implications on the prediction of flood elevations, as additional form roughness may
cause elevated water levels. This is particularly important in urban areas due to the increased potential for
infrastructure damage and human risk. Additionally, increased topographic variability has implications for
the design of stream restoration projects in urban channels. Many of the common techniques are based on
relationships derived from forested streams [Newbury and Gaboury, 1993; Rosgen, 1996] and may not be
representative for systems with altered hydrologic and sediment regimes.

2.6 Conclusions
Longitudinal profiles of 11 rural and 9 urban watercourses with pool-riffle dominated morphologies in the
same hydrophysiographic region of southern Ontario, Canada were investigated using three objective
bedform identification methods; zero-crossing analysis, bedform differencing technique and residual pool
analysis in addition to visual field identification. Objective and field methods both produced comparable
results. Results revealed considerable scatter in the pool-riffle spacing, with no differences found between
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rural and urban channels. A significant difference was found for average pool depths and topographic
variability, with urban watercourses possessing both deeper pools, and more topographic variability.
Deeper pools in the urban channels are considered to result from a reduced bed material supply and an
increased frequency of channel obstructions. Additionally, they are speculated to be a means of dissipating
additional energy due to the increased erosive potential of the altered hydrologic regime. Additional
topographic variability is suggested to be a manifestation of the increased energy introduced through
watershed urbanization, which effectively increases the form resistance of the channel. These results have
implications for the prediction of flood elevations, as additional form roughness may cause elevated water
levels.

This condition is particularly important in urban areas due to the increased potential for

infrastructure damage and human safety. Additionally, the increased topographic variability of bedforms
demonstrated here has implications for the design of urban stream restoration projects as they may differ
from rural watershed conditions.
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Transition Paragraph A
Urbanization has commonly resulted in alterations to channel morphology. While changes associated with
gravel bedforms have been less documented, currently available literature reports similar trends. In the
previous chapter we documented differences in longitudinal profile characteristics and bedforms between
rural and urban rivers. These documented changes align with existing research and are hypothesized to
result from alterations to hydrology and sediment supply commensurate with urbanization. Our current
understanding of the channel processes influencing these changes (namely bedload transport) is limited due
to the lack of process based field studies conducted in urban rivers. The objective of this chapter1 is to
characterize bedload transport processes in a highly urbanized river. We used multiple methods to measure
both coarse and fine non-cohesive particles comprising the transported bedload. A fractional bedload
transport dataset spanning most of the range of particles present on the bed (from sand to large cobble
keystones) in an urban river has not been documented in published literature to this date, and the results are
significant as they can be compared to other datasets from rivers with more natural flow regimes. A strong
link was found between coarse particle mobility and the dynamics of finer material which tends to dominate
the bedload. Coarse particle mobility is very low and particles transport at much shorter distances than
those reported in literature. Finer bed material is more variable when coarse particles are less mobile.
Another objective of this chapter is to investigate how changes in hydrology common to urbanization
change geomorphically significant discharges. Measured transport data were used to calibrate a fractional
sediment transport model which was combined with hydrometric data corresponding to different levels of
watershed urbanization to perform a geomorphic work analysis. Urbanization is increasing the frequency,
volume and time of competent discharge events (capable of performing work on the channel). Greater
increases of intermediate discharge events are observed. Less urban streams are more influenced by larger
discharge events, while urbanization is shifting the geomorphic significance to lower (but still competent)
discharges.

1

Plumb, B. D., W. K. Annable, P. J. Thompson and M. A. Hassan (in review), The impact of urbanization
on temporal changes in sediment transport in a gravel-bed channel in Southern Ontario, Canada, Water
Resources Research.
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Chapter 3
The Impact of Urbanization on Temporal Changes in Sediment
Transport in a Gravel-bed Channel in Southern Ontario, Canada
3.1 Introduction
Land-use change alters both the spatial and temporal distribution of how water is delivered to channels,
often referred to as hydromodification. Urbanization, a cause of hydromodification, has been documented
to change the amount of runoff generated from a rainfall event, resulting in a change to event-based
hydrograph characteristics by increasing flood peaks, decreasing lag-times and decreasing event durations
[Leopold, 1968; Hollis, 1975; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2011]. Increases in runoff and drainage density
common to urbanization also results in an increased frequency of small-to-intermediate discharge events
[Booth, 1990], which can alter the frequency and duration of potential channel maintaining or channel
forming flows observed in a given watershed [Annable et al., 2011].

Hydromodification combined with spatial and temporal changes in sediment supply to urbanizing streams
have resulted in historically observed alterations to channel morphology. Increases in sediment loading
from the release of construction (suspended) sediment during the early phases of urbanization [Wolman,
1967] were historically documented to result in channel deposition and bed fining [e.g. Leopold, 1973].
After the construction phase, a frequently observed change is channel enlargement, either through incision,
widening, or a combination thereof [Hammer, 1972; Booth, 1990; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006; Hawley
and Bledsoe, 2013]. The long-term impact that urbanization has on channel bed structure has been less
documented than changes to the overall channel cross-section. Bed coarsening has been observed in gravelbed streams undergoing urbanization [Finkenbine et al., 2000; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Annable et al., 2012;
Hawley et al., 2013]; however, there is a lack of knowledge on how channel bedforms and bed morphology
have evolved under a hydromodified regime, especially pertaining to gravel-bed channels. In riffle-pool
dominated morphologies, a shortening of riffles and corresponding lengthening and deepening of pools in
channels were found to be consistent with increasing watershed urbanization [Annable, 2010; Hawley et
al., 2013]. Annable [2010] also found a greater frequency of riffle-pool sequences in a study of 12 urban
gravel-bed streams in Southern Ontario which have undergone significant hydromodification.
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Since urbanization is known to increase the frequency of low-to-intermediate magnitude floods [Konrad et
al., 2005; Chin, 2006; Thompson, 2013], applying this observation to the geomorphic effectiveness
hypothesis of Wolman and Miller [1960] suggests that urbanization should change the frequency at which
the effective discharge occurs. This hypothesis combines the frequency of flows and the corresponding
work performed by each of the flows to arrive at a discharge that transports the maximum amount of
sediment in the long term, commonly referred to as the effective discharge. It has been applied to gravelbed channels using both bedload transport models [Andrews, 1980; Torizzo and Pitlick, 2004] and measured
bedload rating curves [Emmett and Wolman, 2001].

The effective discharge has been suggested to equal the channel-forming discharge in floodplain dominated
morphologies, also commonly referred to as the bankfull discharge [Wolman and Miller, 1960; Leopold et
al., 1964; Andrews, 1980]. Effective and bankfull discharges have also been shown to be different, with
effective discharges being commonly less than the respective bankfull discharge [Benson and Thomas,
1966; Pickup and Warner, 1976; Lenzi et al., 2006; Hassan et al., 2014].

The general concept of a single channel-forming discharge has also been challenged, notably in gravel-bed
rivers. Instead, multiple effective discharges have been suggested with lower, more frequent, discharges
corresponding to channel maintaining discharges (e.g. low bars, pool scouring, sediment redistribution) and
higher, less frequent, discharges corresponding to channel-forming discharges (e.g. channel cross-section,
planform, macro-scale bedforms) [Lenzi et al., 2006; Surian et al., 2009; Hassan et al., 2014]. Additionally,
effective discharge analyses in gravel-bed rivers have suggested that only bedload transport is important
when considering channel-forming processes [Lenzi et al., 2006].

Little emphasis has been placed on quantifying the geomorphic significance of the increase in small to
intermediate events common in urbanizing watersheds. Effective discharge is often used as a surrogate for
the channel forming discharge in stream rehabilitation projects, which are becoming increasingly common
in urban areas [Bernhardt et al., 2005; Kenney et al., 2012]. It is of interest to know how the geomorphic
work accomplished by different discharges (the fraction of sediment moved by each discharge class)
changes with increasing urbanization, so that this can be accounted for when performing channel
rehabilitation designs in these conditions. The geomorphic work analysis is a suitable method for assessing
the relative changes in flood magnitude and frequency of the bedload transport characteristics of a gravelbed river. The strength of this approach is that it can be calibrated with field measurements. Specific
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objectives of this study are: 1) to characterize the bedload transport dynamics in an existing highly
urbanized stream; and 2) to use magnitude-frequency concepts (geomorphic work) to investigate how the
hydromodification resulting from urbanization has impacted the temporal sediment transport characteristics
of the same stream.

This study addresses the first question using field sediment transport measurements (both direct pressuredifference sampler and indirect tracer particle methods) collected from a highly urbanized gravel-bed
stream taken over a three-year period.

To address the second question, the sediment transport

measurements are used to calibrate a fractional bedload transport model which is combined with
hydrometric gauge data from Environment Canada for two streams to create four hydrologic scenarios
representing four different land-use conditions.

For each scenario, the magnitude-frequency and

cumulative time, water volume and sediment transport exceedance characteristics are evaluated for a set of
commonly employed geomorphic indicator discharges, including the threshold discharge, bankfull
discharge, effective discharge and half-load discharge. We expected to see an increase of the relative
portion of sediment transported by discharges corresponding to intermediate floods, as those commonly
increase with urbanization. Additionally, we expected to see less transport of the coarse particles due to
the highly armored nature of the study reach.

3.2 Field Sites
The majority of the study focuses on Mimico Creek, where all field measurements were conducted.
Hydrometric data from the upper watershed of Etobicoke Creek were used to supplement the magnitudefrequency analysis, which is further explained in the methodology sections.

Mimico Creek is located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada and discharges directly into Lake Ontario (Figure
3.1). A large portion of the upper watershed consists of glaciolacustrine deposits which transition to Halton
till, resulting from the late Wisconsinin period [OGS, 2010]. The majority of the watershed is urbanized
(85% total developed area) with the headwaters dominated by industrial and residential land-use, the midregion dominated by industrial land-use and the lower portion of the watershed dominated by residential
uses. Stormwater management (SWM) controls (e.g. SWM ponds) within the watershed are lacking, with
less than 30% of the urban area having any stormwater management control and only 10% having
stormwater controls pertaining to erosion control (e.g. specific volume capture and not just peak-flow
shaving) [TRCA, 2010]. Inspection of aerial photographs of the watershed indicates that the non-urban land
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consists of golf courses, meadows, parkland and riparian corridor, with little forest. These areas are well
vegetated and are not likely major sediment sources for the channel. Inspection of the stream and tributaries
upstream suggests that the dominant sediment source is derived through bank erosion, which has been
suggested as being the major contributor to long-term sediment yield in urban streams [Trimble, 1997;
Nelson and Booth, 2002]. Two in-line flood control structures (detention basins) located in the upper
portion of the watershed (upstream of the study reach) are acting as sediment sinks, however the exact
extent to which they disrupt the sediment continuity is unknown.

Figure 3.1: a) Mimico and Etobicoke Creek watersheds and b) Mimico Creek study reach.
The 1.8 km study reach is located in the lower portion of the watershed (Figure 3.1). The dominant
morphology of the reach is a single-thread riffle-pool morphology [Montgomery and Buffington, 1997] with
an average gradient of 0.4%, average bankfull width of 13 m (Table 3.1) and 25 riffle-pool sequences. The
grain size distributions are consistent with other gravel-bed rivers, exhibiting a bimodal distribution with a
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secondary peak in the sand fraction (Figure 3.2). A hydrometric gauge station (02HC033) with a 50-year
record, operated by Environment Canada, is located a short distance downstream with no major tributaries
entering the stream between the study reach and gauge such that continuity of flow can be assumed. This
gauge provides 15-minute discharge data using the stage-discharge rating curve method.
Table 3.1: Mimico Creek general characteristics. Disurf and Disub define the ith percentile for the bed
surface and subsurface, respectively.
Effective watershed area (km2)*

73.8

Current percent urban land-use*

87

Study reach slope (%)

0.4

Study reach length (km)

1.8

Study reach average width (m)

13.0

D16surf / D50surf / D84surf (mm)

8 / 48 / 183

D16sub / D50sub / D84sub (mm)

0.9 / 7 / 35

*Annable et al. (2012)

Figure 3.2: Grain size distributions of subsurface, surface and bulk mixture (combination of surface
and subsurface) for Mimico Creek.
Etobicoke Creek is located immediately west of Mimico Creek (Figure 3.1). While the entire watershed is
larger than Mimico Creek, the upper watershed (Environment Canada Gauge 02HC017) has a similar
watershed size (67.7 km2), geology and channel morphology to Mimico Creek [Annable et al., 2012]. The
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major difference is the land-use conditions, with the upper portion of Etobicoke Creek only having
approximately 24% urban land-use [Annable et al., 2012].

3.3 Field Methods
3.3.1 Bed Material Sampling
Bed material was characterized by a combination of modified Wolman [1954] pebble counts, and diagnostic
volumetric sampling [cf. Church et al., 1987; Bunte and Abt, 2001]. Approximately 1300 pebbles were
measured along the riffles throughout the reach. Four large representative volumetric samples (~300kg in
total) were obtained, separating surface and subsurface samples. The surface layer was determined as the
depth of the largest particle present on the surface and the sub-surface was sampled to the same layer
thickness [Church et al., 1987; Bunte and Abt, 2001]. The large number of pebble count samples were
merged with the surface fraction of the volumetric samples [cf. Bunte and Abt, 2001]. This was done to
account for the shortcomings of both methods; pebble counts being unable to adequately represent finer
material present on the bed [Rice and Church, 1996] and the very large volume of sediment required to
adequately represent the large particles present on the bed [Church et al., 1987].
3.3.2 Sediment Transport Measurements
Bedload transport sampling was segregated into two major components in order to capture the mobility
characteristics of both the coarse particles (less frequently mobile) and the finer (non-cohesive) particles
(which typically constitute the majority of the frequently transported bedload). Sampling of the coarse
particle transport was conducted using tracer particles embedded with unique radio-frequency identification
(RFID) tags [Nichols, 2004; Lamarre et al., 2005]. A total of 550 tracer particles were seeded in November
2011 on riffles throughout the reach. The grain-size distribution of tracer particles spanned between D40surf
and ~Dmax (largest grain class present on the bed) (Figure 3.2), with the smallest tracer size set due to the
physical limitations of drilling RFID tags into the particles. Particle mass and a, b and c axis dimensions
were recorded prior to seeding. Tracer surveys occurred after every competent flood and were performed
using an Aquartis Leone system with a 0.5 m diameter detection loop and spatially referenced using a
differential GPS.

Bedload sampling was conducted during competent floods using a modified single width increment method
[Edwards and Glysson, 1988] with 0.076 m Helley-Smith samplers [Helley and Smith, 1971]. This method
involves dividing the channel into equal-width “panels” and obtaining a bedload sample at the mid-point
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of each panel. Due to the rapidly fluctuating hydrographs characteristic of Mimico Creek (with between
500% and 7000% increases in discharge in 2-7 hours), it was difficult to obtain the recommended 20
samples along the channel width while assuming quasi-steady state discharge, as outlined by Emmett
[1980]. The number of sampling points (between 4 and 8), and corresponding panel widths (between 0.5
m and 2 m), were varied based on the flashiness of each specific hydrograph, which was verified in the
field based on frequent stage measurements using a staff gauge located at the bedload sampling site. The
percent difference in discharge for a single transect ranged from 3% to 33%, with the larger differences
corresponding to the lower discharge samples (e.g. a change of 2 m3/s, from 7 m3/s to 9 m3/s throughout
the transect). Samples were dry sieved in the laboratory at a half-phi scale.

3.4 Data and Analysis
3.4.1 Fractional Transport Analysis
A dimensionless bedload rating curve was developed following the methods of Parker et al. [1982]. The
∗
weighted dimensionless bedload flux for each grain fraction, i (𝑞𝑞𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
), was computed as:
∗
𝑞𝑞𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
=

𝑞𝑞𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖−1
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(3.1)

where ρs is the sediment density (assumed to be 2650 kg/m3), ρw is water density (assumed to be 1000
kg/m3), Dgi is the geometric mean of the ith grain class, Fi is the fraction of the ith grain class in the bed
surface material, and qbi is the volumetric bedload flux of the ith grain class, computed from the measured
bedload samples. Similar to other studies [Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Whiting and King, 2003], several
sediment bedload flux equations were also plotted for reference [Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948; Brown,
1950; Parker, 1978].

Fractional transport rates (piqbi), where pi is the fraction of transported material for particle class i, were
also weighted by each particle class’s respective fraction of the bulk sediment mixture, fi. In this study, the
bulk sediment fraction was chosen as it is more representative of material being transported over the bed,
which includes material derived from bank erosion and not just material derived from the bed surface
[Church and Hassan, 2002]. Similar to Church and Hassan [2002], the surface material was characterized
using pebble counts, and as such, may be biased towards larger sizes. Using the bulk fraction eliminates
this bias.
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3.4.2 Tracer Recovery, Mobility and Transport Distances
Total and event-based recovery and mobility percentages were obtained using relationships consistent with
previous tracer studies in order to characterize the total and event-based mobility of coarse particles
[Einstein, 1937; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Church and Hassan, 1992; MacVicar and Roy, 2011;
Schneider et al., 2014]. Total recovery rates (Pr) for each tracer survey were calculated by 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓 ⁄𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 ,

where Nf and Nt are the number of particles found in each survey and the total number of seeded particles,

respectively.

Event-based recovery rates (Prevb) were determined for the ith survey by 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖) =

𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑖𝑖) ⁄𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓(𝑖𝑖−1) , where Nfevb(i) is the number of tracers found in each survey that were also found in the

previous survey. The percentage of mobile particles (Pm) was determined using 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 = 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓 , where Nm

is the number of mobile particles in a given survey. Correspondingly, the event-based percentage of mobile
particles (Pmevb) was determined by 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , where Nmevb is the number of mobile particles
which were also found in the previous survey.

Individual transport distances (path lengths) were computed from measured coordinates of a given tracer
between two successive tracer surveys, and assigned as the net travel distance relative to the channel
thalweg. Mean transport distances were computed considering both total particles found in a survey and
only mobile particles found in a survey by taking the arithmetic mean of both datasets. Additionally, tracer
particles were binned in half-phi grain classes, and the mean transport distance determined for each.

In order to compare the relative travel distance of particles in this system to others reported in literature,
scaled transport distances (L*) were calculated and compared to the empirical relationship of Church and
Hassan [1992], expressed as the following:
𝐿𝐿∗ = 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷50𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 1.77[1 − log10(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐷𝐷50𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )]1.35

(3.2)

where Li is the transport distance for a specific particle with diameter Di, LD50surf is the mean path length of
the median surface particle class and D50sub is the median particle diameter of the bed material subsurface.
For this study, LD50surf was obtained as the mean transport distances of all particles that fell into the half-phi
class which contained the D50surf particle size. D50sub was replaced with D50bulk (median grain size of entire
bed mixture, including surface and subsurface) due to the highly armored nature of Mimico Creek
(𝐷𝐷50𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⁄𝐷𝐷50𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , defined as the armor ratio, of 5.6). Equation (3.2) has been suggested to describe a path
length distribution where the largest fractions are only partially mobile [Wilcock, 1997]. MacVicar and

Roy [2011] found the following equation to better describe particle path lengths of unconstrained clasts:
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𝐿𝐿∗ = 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷50 = (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐷𝐷50 )−2.0

(3.3)

where LD50 was replaced with LD50surf and D50 was replaced with D50bulk to facilitate comparison between
Equations (3.2) and (3.3). Comparing the path length distributions to these two relationships will facilitate
in the overall characterization of the transport type and whether the coarse particles behave as unconstrained
stones or are influenced by other particles on the bed.
3.4.3 Hydraulic Modeling and Hydrologic Analysis
Hydraulic modeling using HEC-RAS [USACE, 2004] was performed to obtain reach averaged shear stress
required for sediment transport modeling. A calibrated model using a quasi-steady approximation resulted
in a relationship between shear stress and discharge which was combined with the sediment transport model
(discussed in Section 3.4.4).

Two field calibrated discharges were established to differentiate between low and high magnitude discharge
events. The bankfull discharge (Qbf) of ≈ 20 m3/s was identified as the stage corresponding to the crests of
point bars and cross-sectional break indicators such as depositional benches in straight sections of the reach,
which were all in general agreement of each other [cf. Annable et al., 2011]. Discharge was calibrated
during several floods by noting the time at which the stage reached the bankfull indicators along the reach
and reconciling the time with the discharge estimated at the gauge. This value is further supported by a 15year study on a reach located a short distance downstream, which yielded a bankfull discharge of 18.4 m3/s
[Annable et al., 2012]. The threshold discharge (Qthres) of ≈ 8 m3/s is defined as the discharge at which any
sediment entrainment occurs. This was verified during the Helley-Smith bedload sampling campaign
during several flood events as the discharge below which no (or very little) sediment was collected in the
samplers over a long sampling duration (> 1 hour).

Hydrometric gauge data (15-minute instantaneous) were used for the geomorphic work analysis. To assess
the incremental impacts of urbanization, the Mimico Creek streamflow records were augmented with
records from the upper watershed of Etobicoke Creek in a space-for-time substitution. The streamflow
records for Etobicoke Creek begin in an unaltered watershed condition (rural agriculture land-use but not
urban), while Mimico Creek was already approximately 40% urban at the beginning of the hydrometric
record (1969 for both sites). Etobicoke Creek and Mimico Creek (Figure 3.1) have similar effective
watershed areas (defined as the watershed area including anthropogenic modifications such as storm sewer
networks) (67.7 km2 and 73.8 km2, respectively), channel morphologies (both pool-riffle with bankfull
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widths ranging between 11 and 13 m) and slopes (both 0.04 m/m). Moreover, the watersheds are within 5
km and therefore receive similar precipitation amounts (Figure 3.1). Land-use characteristics were
estimated in GIS using historical aerial photos [Thompson, 2013]. Hydrometric data from the two
watersheds were used in a space-for-time substitution to create four hydrologic land-use scenarios
representing different degrees of watershed hydromodification (Table 3.2). Each scenario has a period of
record between 10 and 20 years (average of 14 years), which is within the recommended length for effective
discharge estimation [Biedenharn et al., 2000], one of the geomorphic indicator discharges chosen for the
study. These record lengths were chosen to adequately characterize the change in low to intermediate
floods while still maintaining scenarios that were as stationary as possible (i.e. short enough that the amount
of urbanization increase within each scenario is minimized). Additional information on the land-use
scenarios can be found in Appendix B (Figure B.1, Table B.1).
Table 3.2: Hydrologic land-use scenario details.
Percent
Land-Use Scenario

Urban

Data Source

Period

Land-use
LU1 - Pre-Development

5

02HC017

1969-1985

LU2 - Moderately Urbanized

17

02HC017

1987-2012

LU3 - Urbanized

54

02HC033

1969-1985

LU4 - Highly Urbanized

76

02HC033

1987-2012

3.4.4 Sediment Transport Modeling
Sediment transport modeling was completed for each half-phi fraction measured with the Helley-Smith
samplers. The method used is based on the approach discussed by Wilcock [2001a], and applied by
Chartrand et al. [2015], where a fractional transport model is calibrated to a number of sediment transport
measurements. The Wilcock-Crowe [2003] model was calibrated to each fraction by adjusting the reference
shear stress, τri, for each fraction through the use of a calibration coefficient. This model was chosen as it
is widely used to model sediment transport in heterogeneous sand-gravel mixtures, and can be calibrated to
field measured sediment transport rates [Wilcock, 2001a]. Particles smaller than 0.5 mm and larger than 32
mm were not used for calibration due to sampling biases associated with the Helley-Smith [Emmett, 1980;
Lisle, 1995b; Whiting and King, 2003]. Calibration factors were averaged for sand sized and gravel sized
particles, resulting in values of 1.29 and 1.04 for sand and gravel (and larger) sized particles, respectively.
This model was applied to the shear stress rating curve developed from the hydraulic modeling, thus
obtaining fractional transport rates for each half-phi grain class for the entire range of discharges.
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3.4.5 Geomorphic Work Analysis and Effective Discharge (Qeff) Estimation
A critical step in estimating Qeff is determining the appropriate bin width for the flow classes of the
hydrometric data [Sichingabula, 1999; Biedenharn et al., 2000; Lenzi et al., 2006; Hassan et al., 2014].
Currently, there is no generally accepted method for selecting the number of flow classes [Lenzi et al.,
2006]. For this study, the fixed-width method was employed which determines the bin width based on the
largest discharge on record and has been shown to preserve the geomorphic significance of both the lower
and upper ranges of flows within the series [Hassan et al., 2014]. Since both watersheds have maximum
discharges of approximately 60 m3/s, a bin width of 0.1 m3/s was chosen such that there were over 100
discharge classes for each hydrologic scenario.

The median discharge within each discharge class was then combined with the fractional sediment transport
model and multiplied by the discharge frequency of occurrence to obtain the proportion of the total load
transported by each discharge class, with the largest corresponding to the effective discharge. Additionally,
cumulative sediment-water-time curves were developed [cf. Schmidt and Potyondy, 2004]. These curves
show the cumulative percentage of time, water volume and sediment transport for each discharge class and
were used to identify another geomorphically significant metric, the half-load discharge, Qhalf, which is
defined as the discharge that transports half of the total load over the entire period of record, and has been
argued to be a more appropriate metric over effective discharge as it is not influenced by the division of
hydrometric data [Klonsky and Vogel, 2011; Sholtes and Bledsoe, 2016].

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Fractional Transport
Twelve events were sampled between 2012 and 2013, with discharges ranging between 8.0 m3/s and 26.5
m3/s. In general, the dimensionless bedload flux for each grain fraction increases with dimensionless shear
stress, with variability expected for bedload transport measurements in gravel-bed rivers (Figure 3.3).
Measured fractional transport rates are lower than those predicted by the bedload flux models for all grain
sizes except the largest. The difference for each grain size class becomes less with higher shear stress
(Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Dimensionless bedload rating curve for Mimico Creek. Shaded area represents the
envelope encompassing several theoretical bedload flux equations [Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948;
Brown, 1950; Parker, 1978]. Solid line represents the calibrated dimensionless Wilcock-Crowe [2003]
model for each grain fraction joined together in a single line.

Fractional transport rates exhibit a large amount of variability, specifically at lower discharges (Figure
3.4a). Scaled transport rates (qbipi/fi) exhibit a “similarity range” of nearly constant values bound between
the solid and dashed lines in Figure 3.4a and 3.4b [Church and Hassan, 2002]. Fractions finer than this
range (< 0.5 mm) are underrepresented in the bedload as a portion is travelling in suspension. Fractions
larger than this range (to the right of the dashed line in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b) are considered only partially
mobile [Wilcock and McArdell, 1997]. Consistent with Church and Hassan [2002], the similarity ranges
decrease with lower discharge events, implying that particles larger than fine sand are only partially mobile.
When the scaled fractional rates are averaged into discharge classes, representing low (~Qthres), medium
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(1.5-2Qthres) and high discharges (>Qbf) (Figure 3.4b), the relative standard errors (standard error divided
by the mean, illustrated by the error bars) illustrate the larger variability of the low discharge class (averages
of 0.50, 0.43 and 0.42 for low, medium and high, respectively). Additionally, there is little difference
between the similarity ranges of the low and medium classes, spanning between 0.5 mm and approximately
6 mm. The grain classes in the partial transport domain exhibit increased variability (average relative
standard error of 0.61) compared to the overpassing and equally mobile particles (average relative standard
error of 0.40). At discharges > Qbf , the similarity range spans between 0.5 mm to approximately 10 - 20
mm (Figure 3.4b), and the standard errors are generally constant for all grain classes, regardless of the
transport domain.
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Figure 3.4: Scaled fractional sediment transport rates (qbipi/fi) for all sampled transport events b)
Scaled fractional sediment transport rates (qbipi/fi) for averaged transport events. Error bars
represent the relative standard error. See text for discharge class averaging. Solid and dashed lines
included to differentiate approximate boundaries between different transport conditions.
3.5.2 Tracer Mobility
A total of thirteen tracer surveys were conducted between 2011 and 2013 with peak discharges between
each tracer survey event ranging from 11 m3/s (0.55Qbf) to 45 m3/s (2.25Qbf). The number of competent
discharge events (events > Qthres) between successive surveys ranged from one to six. Six of the surveys
were truly event-based, meaning that only one discharge event above Qthres occurred between successive
surveys. Of the successive pairs which were not event-based, only one had two discharge events greater
than Qbf. Recovery rates were generally high, with average total and event-based recovery rates of 81%
and 86%, respectively. Event-based mobility ranged from 2% to 24%, with an average of 11%. When
considering both mobile and immobile particles, average event-based transport distances (Lmevb) ranged
between 0.1 m < Lmevb < 3.5 m. In the remainder of analyses which consider transport distances, only the
mobile particles were considered, which ranged from 2.8 m < Lmevb < 16.2 m. The first survey was not used
for the event-based analysis due to the low sample size of mobile particles (N=9). A summary of the results
is located in Appendix B (Figure B.2 and Table B.2)

No relationships were found between mean tracer transport distance (Lmevb) and peak discharge or
cumulative stream energy [cf. Haschenburger and Church, 1998]. Results are presented in Appendix B
(Figure B.3).

The mean transport distance of each half-phi grain fraction shows no differences for events greater or less
than Qbf (Figure 3.5a). In both cases, some particles in all grain size classes were mobile. Both power-fit
relationships between mean transport distance and grain size for events greater than (R2=0.76) and less than
(R2=0.49) Qbf have statistically similar slopes and intercepts at a 95% confidence level. This similarity
implies that the coarse particles travel similar distances independent of the peak discharge, which is
supported by the previous finding between Lmevb and peak discharge. However, the smaller sample size of
mobile particles below Qbf and the weaker R2 is likely influencing this result. Scaled transport distances
(L*) of the mean fractions plot below Equation (3.2), but fall within the 95% confidence limits given by
Church and Hassan [1992] for all fractions except one (Figure 3.6). The scaled median transport distance
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for each fraction falls well below the 95% confidence limits of Equation (3.2), and closely approximates
the relationship describing unconstrained particles (Equation (3.3)). The largest two class medians show
no difference between scaled transport distance and grain size (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.5: a) Fractional transport distances of half-phi grain classes for events less than and greater
than Qbf. b) Average event-based percentage of mobility (Pmevb) of each grain class for events less
than and greater than Qbf, with error bars representing the standard error.
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Figure 3.6: Scaled transport distances of each particle, half-phi grain class mean and medians
based on Equations (3.2) and (3.3).
The major difference in tracer mobility for events exceeding Qbf is the percentage of particles mobilized.
The average mobility of each grain fraction for events below Qbf ranges from almost 0% to 20%, with little
variation between grain sizes (Figure 3.5b). Conversely, the average mobility for events exceeding Qbf
ranges between 10% and 60%, with a continuous downward trend between mobility and grain size, which
is indicative of partial transport [Church and Hassan, 2002; Haschenburger and Wilcock, 2003].
3.5.3 Temporal Changes in Geomorphically Significant Discharges
Effective and half-load discharges were obtained from both total time series for Mimico Creek and
Etobicoke Creek (Figure 3.7). Effective discharges of 22.9 m3/s and 25.9 m3/s and half-load discharges of
28.0 m3/s and 27.7 m3/s were obtained for Mimico Creek and Etobicoke Creek, respectively. The similarity
of the discharges between watersheds further validates the space-for-time substitution to evaluate the
evolution of these discharges with increasing urban land-use. The respective Qeff and Qhalf from both
watersheds were averaged for the temporal analysis. The geomorphic work analysis was performed on the
four land-use scenarios (Figure 3.8) and using the cumulative sediment-water-time curves, pertinent
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characteristics pertaining to event frequencies, durations, volumes and sediment transport were quantified
for the four indicator discharges previously mentioned (Qthres = 8.0 m3/s, Qbf = 20.0 m3/s, Qeff = 24.4 m3/s,
Qhalf = 27.8 m3/s) (Figure 3.9). The relative proportion of sand and gravel in the bedload for each discharge
was also computed using the fractional transport bedload model combined with the hydrometric record
(Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.7: Geomorphic work plots for the complete hydrometric series of Mimico Creek (a,b) and
Etobicoke Creek (c,d).
Qeff for each individual land-use scenario varies significantly, ranging between 26.9 m3/s and 55.2 m3/s
(Figure 3.8). These two extremes occur in the lower urban scenarios, while the two higher urban scenarios
have similar Qeff values (40.2 m3/s and 40.3 m3/s). In all land-use scenarios, the Qhalf values are similar,
ranging between 24.4 m3/s and 29.5 m3/s. The variation in Qeff for these scenarios is attributed to the
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occurrence of two large flood events which skewed the estimation of Qeff using the event-based division
method that inherently preserves the geomorphic significance of low frequency, high magnitude events
[Hassan et al., 2014].

Figure 3.8: Geomorphic work plots for the land-use scenarios. See text for land-use scenario
development and details.
For all four indicator discharges, there is a clear increase in their average annual frequency of occurrence
(Figure 3.9a). For example, events exceeding Qthres and Qhalf increase from approximately 7 to 22 and 1 to
2 events per year, respectively. Smaller magnitude events increase at a greater percentage than larger
magnitude events (approximately 250% increase for Qthres and Qbf and approximately 200% increase for
Qeff and Qhalf). The time each discharge is equaled or exceeded is greater for the non-urban condition,
decreases with slight urbanization (LU2 and LU3), and increases to its maximum for the highest urbanized
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scenario (Figure 3.9b). This initial drop is attributed to a switch between less frequent but longer duration
snowmelt dominated floods to warm weather flood events caused by convective storms which has been
shown for some urbanizing streams in Southern Ontario [Thompson, 2013]. Correspondingly, the total
fraction of volume above these four indicator discharges behaves in a similar fashion (Figure 3.9c). The
cumulative fraction of sediment transported by each discharge shows little difference between land-use
conditions (Figure 3.9d). The deviation in LU3 (56% urban land-use) can be explained due to that time
period having fewer larger magnitude events than the other three (75th percentile discharge for LU3 is 15.6
m3/s versus between 19.4 and 20.9 m3/s for the other three) (Figure B.1), which would result in the
intermediate discharges transporting a proportionally larger amount of sediment relative to the other
scenarios. When considering the other three scenarios, there is very little variation in the cumulative
fraction of sediment transported for the lower magnitude discharges (Qthres and Qbf), which correspond to
more sand dominated transport (Figure 3.10). For the larger geomorphic discharges (Qeff and Qhalf), where
gravel transport is dominant (Figure 3.10), there is a slight reduction in the cumulative sediment transported
with increasing urban land-use, which is indicative of the increase in frequency for these geomorphically
significant discharges as is typical with urbanization [Hollis, 1975; Booth, 1990]. This observation suggests
that the geomorphic significance is being shifted to the more frequent, lower magnitude events. However,
in general, the relative cumulative sediment transport proportions do not change significantly with urban
land-use, as has also been documented for other streams in the same hydrophysiographic area [Annable et
al., 2012]. The average annual yield increases approximately 150% between LU1 and LU4, with similar
increases in both sand and gravel yield (not shown).
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Figure 3.9: Geomorphic work characteristics for indicator discharges as a function of urban landuse; a) average number of events per year equaling or exceeding each discharge b) average time each
discharge is equaled or exceeded each year c) average fraction of total volume above each discharge
for each scenario d) cumulative fraction of total sediment load transported by each discharge.
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Figure 3.10: Relative proportions of sand and gravel in the bedload for each discharge.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 The Relationship Between the Mobility of Coarse Particles and Fine Surface Material
and Urban Bed Structures
The dimensionless sediment rating curve for Mimico Creek (Figure 3.3) suggests that the finer bed material
(between coarse gravel and coarse sand, approximately 32 mm – 0.5 mm) is underrepresented in the load
when compared to traditional bedload flux models. This can be explained by either particle interactions on
the bed (e.g. larger particles influencing smaller ones by shielding them from entrainment or by arresting
their transport) [Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989] or the reduction of these grain sizes in the bed material
supply [Whiting and King, 2003]. Additionally, the high degree of bed armoring (armor ratio of 5.6) is a
likely contributor to the reduced fraction of finer material present in the bedload. The possible particle
interactions are also validated by the Wilcock-Crowe [2003] model calibration, with the sand fraction
having a larger calibration factor than the gravel fraction, indicating a shift towards equal mobility of sand
relative to gravel [Parker et al., 1982]. Possible particle interactions at small and intermediate discharge
events are also evident in the scaled fractional transport rates (Figures 3.4a-b), which exhibit more
variability than the rates corresponding to larger discharge events. At these lower yet still geomorphically
significant discharges, the mobility of coarse particles is diminished (Figure 3.5b), suggesting the episodic
entrainment of the coarse particles (>D50surf) is a controlling factor in the higher variability seen in the finer
bed fractions (<D50surf) at these discharges. At larger discharges (>Qbf), where 200% increases in frequency
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and time, as well as slight increases in volume have been documented with increasing urbanization (Figure
3.9a-c), the mobility rate of the coarse particles is increased relative to the lower discharges (Figure 3.5b).
Correspondingly, the variability in the scaled fractional transport rates of the finer bed material is lower
(Figure 3.4b), further enforcing the relationship between the different mobility characteristics of the coarse
(>D50surf) and fine (<D50surf) material that constitutes the bedload.

For all discharges, coarse material travels shorter distances (Figure 3.6) than the average travel distance for
rivers which possess a wide range of hydrologic regimes and channel characteristics [Church and Hassan,
1992]. This short transport distance is attributed to the higher flashiness and shorter event duration, a
hydrograph characteristic common to both urban rivers [Annable et al., 2012] and the desert rivers outlined
in Church and Hassan [1992] (see Figure 1 of their work), which also tend to have shorter transport
distances than the average. When mobilized, the coarse particles follow a relationship that suggests
unconstrained movement, indicating their transport distance depends mainly on particle size [Church and
Hassan, 1992; MacVicar and Roy, 2011]. Frequent mobility yet short transport distances of coarse bed
material (Figure 3.6) may be acting to increase topographic variability of the channel bed, thus providing
more resistance to flow through additional form roughness [Millar, 1999] to compensate for additional
energy added to the system due to the greater frequency, time and volume above the geomorphically
significant discharges reported in this study. Increased topographic variability in urban rivers has been
observed in field studies through increased riffle-pool frequencies and intermediate pools (shallower pools
located within riffles) in urban rivers throughout Southern Ontario [Annable, 2010] and through the
systematic shortening of riffles and deepening of pools observed in urbanizing streams in northern
Kentucky [Hawley et al., 2013], both of which were attributed to excess energy dissipation caused by
altered hydrologic regimes.
3.6.2 Geomorphically Significant Discharges in Urban Streams
The space-for-time substitution performed in this study confirms the general hydrologic response common
to urbanization: increased frequency of intermediate discharge events (Figure 3.9a) [Chin, 2006; Annable
et al., 2012] and increased time and slight increases to volume of competent discharges (Figures 3.9b and
3.9c) [Annable et al., 2012].

The smallest of the indicator discharges, Qthres, is increased from

approximately 7 to 22 events per year. At this discharge, the bedload is approximately 75% sand (Figure
3.10) and is considered to be in the phase 1 transport regime, characterized by sand moving over a relatively
immobile bed (Figure 3.5b) [Jackson and Beschta, 1982]. The remaining three indicator discharges
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correspond to phase 2 transport, where gravel is dominant (Figure 3.10) [Jackson and Beschta, 1982;
Wilcock and McArdell, 1997]. The greater increase in Qthres relative to the others would suggest that the
time spent in phase 1 transport is increased and therefore a larger amount of sand would be transported
relative to a non-urbanized stream, which is supported by the approximate 150% increase in average annual
yield between LU1 and LU4.

Although the average annual yield increases, the relative fraction of cumulative sediment load is not
changing considerably with increasing urbanization (Figure 3.9d). This is a surprising result as it was
expected that the relative contribution of sediment transported would increase, especially for the lower
competent discharges which increase in frequency, volume and time. The fractional transport model used
in this study only considers sediment mobilized from the bed surface and does not consider other sediment
inputs such as bank erosion. Mimico Creek possesses a high armor ratio, suggesting that the bed has likely
coarsened, a common documented geomorphic response to urbanization [Finkenbine et al., 2000; Pizzuto
et al., 2000; Annable et al., 2012; Hawley et al., 2013]. Sand and fine gravel, which dominate the bedload
at low competent discharges (Figure 3.10) are therefore underrepresented on the bed surface, but likely
contribute additionally through bank erosion (observed in both the study reach and upper reaches of Mimico
Creek), another common geomorphic response to urbanization [Trimble, 1997; Nelson and Booth, 2002].
Considering bank erosion as a sediment source would likely change the relative fractions of sediment
transported by each discharge, especially for the lower competent discharge where sand transport is
dominant. This emphasizes the importance of characterizing sediment sources for urban streams using
methods such as sediment budgets [Reid and Dunne, 2002; Allmendinger et al., 2007].

Differences in Qeff for each scenario can be explained by a combination of the event-based methodology
employed and the division of hydrometric data to create the scenarios. The event-based methodology
employed preserves the significance of less frequent, large flood events [Hassan et al., 2014], which have
been suggested to be significant in the formation of macro-scale channel morphology in gravel-bed
channels [Lenzi et al., 2006].

However, inherent natural variability of precipitation patterns and

corresponding streamflow records could confound the trends in Qeff as some of the observed differences
may be caused by different trends in rainfall and not due to watershed urbanization. To isolate the impact
of urbanization on Qeff, LU2 and LU4 are compared as they are both based on the same period of record
(LU2 corresponding to Etobicoke Creek and LU4 corresponding to Mimico Creek). LU2 has a large Qeff
(55.2 m3/s) which is caused by two large flood events over 50 m3/s (Figures 3.8b and B.1).
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Correspondingly, these same two discharge events produced peak discharges of over 60 m3/s for LU4
(Figure B.1), however, the resulting Qeff is much lower (40.2 m3/s) (Figure 3.8d). Given the two large
discharges are higher for LU4, it would be plausible that the resulting Qeff would reflect these large events,
similar to LU2. However, the increase in more frequent lower magnitude events, resulting in more volume
above Qthres (Figure 3.9a, 3.9b and 3.9c), is offsetting the impact of the less frequent, higher magnitude
events. This comparison suggests that both more frequent, low magnitude events and less frequent, high
magnitude events have geomorphic significance in the temporal evolution of gravel-bed streams similar to
those in this study, as has been documented for gravel-bed rivers in other regions [Lenzi et al., 2006; Surian
et al., 2009; Hassan et al., 2014]. However, it appears that the increase in frequent, low magnitude events
due to urbanization is shifting more geomorphic importance to these events.

The design of this study includes some assumptions because complete datasets (including hydrometric,
geomorphic and sediment transport data) representing the evolution of a watershed from rural to highly
urbanized are lacking in literature. As such, this study was supplemented using a paired watershed spacefor-time substitution. Paired watershed studies and space-for-time substitutions are a common method of
analysis in urban hydrology and geomorphology [Chin, 2006] and forest hydrology [Grant et al., 2008;
Alila et al., 2009] to evaluate the impact of an intervention (such as urbanization or deforestation) on
watershed processes. However, this method has been challenged, specifically when comparing how flood
peak magnitudes change after an impact, as it does not consider how the frequency of these events change
[Alila et al., 2009]. Since urbanization changes both the magnitude and frequency of flood events [Leopold,
1968; Hollis, 1975; Booth, 1990; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2011; Annable et al., 2012], the magnitudefrequency, or geomorphic work, approach [Wolman and Miller, 1960] is well suited as it takes into account
the entire range of discharges capable of performing work on the channel, not just the flood peaks. This
analysis method inherently considers changes in both magnitude and frequency, and their corresponding
impact on the sediment transport characteristics of the channel. The similar physical characteristics and
resulting effective discharges (Figure 3.7) of both watersheds further supports the use of a space-for-time
substitution. This similarity is interesting, considering both have such different land-use characteristics.
However, differences are evident in the proportion of the total load transported by the larger discharges
(observed in the right-hand “tails” in Figures 3.7a and 3.7c). Etobicoke Creek (Figure 3.7c) is influenced
more by less frequent, high magnitude events relative to the more urbanized Mimico Creek (Figure 3.7a).
This difference further emphasizes the concept that the geomorphic change in these streams is not governed
by a single discharge, but a range, considering both less frequent, high magnitude and more frequent, low
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magnitude events.

The lesser significance of large events for Mimico Creek further suggests that

urbanization is putting more geomorphic significance in the more frequent, smaller events.

Fractional sediment transport measurements for model calibration were only available for recent years of
Mimico Creek, which represents the highest urban scenario. It is acknowledged that the sediment transport
dynamics will likely change with different levels of urbanization. Specifically, the bed surface would likely
coarsen reducing the availability of sands and fine gravels on the bed (as discussed above). However, the
use of the same model for each scenario isolates the change in hydrology associated with urbanization. If
an uncalibrated sediment transport capacity model was used for each scenario (such as the ones compared
in Figure 3.3), the relative trends between scenarios would not change, as the sediment transport rates would
shift accordingly for each scenario. However, a calibrated sediment transport model is still considered more
representative to use over an uncalibrated model [Wilcock, 2001a].

3.7 Conclusions
This study identified that sediment transport in an urban gravel-bed channel appears to be impacted by the
altered hydrologic regime. Transport of the finer bed material is highly variable at discharges between the
threshold for motion and the bankfull discharge. Correspondingly, mobility of the coarse material is very
low at these discharges, and when mobilized the particle path lengths are short relative to those reported in
literature and follow a relationship characteristic of unconstrained particle movement. At higher discharges,
the finer bedload fractions become less variable, with a corresponding increase in coarse particle mobility.
Coarse particle path lengths do not change considerably at higher discharges. These short path lengths,
combined with the mobility differences at varying discharges appears to be a controlling factor in the
transport of the finer material which dominates the bedload. This is more prevalent at lower discharges
(still sediment mobilizing) which are known to increase proportionally more due to urbanization.

The frequency and time of discharge above Qthres, Qbf, Qeff and Qhalf all increase with urbanization, with a
less pronounced increase in volume.

Correspondingly, the average annual bedload yield increases

approximately 150% from an unurbanized to highly urbanized condition. Little change in the relative
cumulative sediment load transported by each discharge are attributed to the underrepresentation of sand
and fine gravel on the bed surface and the surface-based fractional transport model not considering
additional sediment sources such as bank erosion, emphasizing the importance of sediment budgeting in
urban streams.
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The geomorphic significance of the indicator discharges evaluated in this study reveal considerable
variability, enforcing that these gravel-bed streams are influenced by a range of discharges, spanning
between frequent, low magnitude events to less frequent, high magnitude events. The less urban scenarios
are influenced more by less frequent, high magnitude events, suggesting that the increase in frequent lower
magnitude events due to urbanization is shifting the geomorphic significance towards these frequent events.
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Transition Paragraph B
The previous two chapters documented changes in both channel form and process associated with
urbanization. Despite the high-resolution and novelty of the field data and analysis methods, field results
only document form changes in one hydrophysiographic region, with detailed bedload transport data for
only one river. As such, a laboratory experiment was developed in this chapter1, inspired from the field
data and observations in the previous chapters, but designed such that more general characteristics
associated with gravel-bed morphology and corresponding sediment transport dynamics could be assessed.
Three unsteady flow experiments representing different levels of watershed urbanization were conducted
in a mobile-bed flume. Both bedload transport and bed morphology were measured throughout the
experiments. Results show that both unsteady bedload transport dynamics and resulting bed morphology
change with different levels of urbanization, with similarities observed between laboratory results and field
results observed in the previous chapters and in published literature. Shorter duration hydrographs
(corresponding to urban conditions) possess higher transport rates, less pronounced bedload hysteresis
loops and more topographic variability of the bed. A proposed parameter for evaluating the degree of
hysteresis shows sediment transport is closely linked with falling limb dynamics, which has implications
on stormwater management practices.

1

Plumb, B. D., W. K. Annable, C. Juez, C. W. McKie and M. J. Franca (in review), The impact of
hydrograph variability and frequency associated with urbanization on the morphodynamics of gravelbed channels, Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface.
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Chapter 4
The Impact of Hydrograph Variability and Frequency Associated with
Urbanization on the Morphodynamics of Gravel-bed Channels
4.1 Introduction
The rate of morphologic change in a gravel-bed channel is concordant with the magnitude and frequency
of discharges capable of transporting that channel’s bed material [Wolman and Miller, 1960; Poff et al.,
1997]. Although it is commonplace to characterize fluvial changes by a single representative threshold
discharge approach [Leopold et al., 1964], a channel is ultimately formed by the range in competent flows
capable of performing work on the erodible boundaries, defined as the natural flow regime [Poff et al.,
1997; Lenzi et al., 2006; Surian et al., 2009]. These competent flows, combined with the amount and
texture of transported sediment, interact with the existing bed surface to determine an equilibrium condition
in terms of hydraulic resistance and amount of sediment transported. When this magnitude and frequency
relationship (the natural flow regime) is altered, the channel morphology will adjust to the new boundary
conditions [ex. Lane, 1955; Schumm et al., 1987].

The natural flow regime has been characterized by five components; magnitude, frequency, duration, timing
and flashiness [Poff et al., 1997]. Although this characterization is based upon processes that regulate the
ecological integrity of a watercourse, these five metrics also influence sediment transport and the resulting
morphology of a channel. The process of watershed urbanization has been documented to change the
natural flow regime by altering individual hydrograph characteristics such as increasing flood peaks,
decreasing lag-times (time-to-peak) and decreasing overall event durations [Leopold, 1968; Hollis, 1975;
Hawley and Bledsoe, 2011] as well as increasing the frequency of small-to-intermediate discharge events
[Booth, 1990; Konrad et al., 2005]. The overall result is more frequent “flashier” competent hydrographs.

Here we investigate the questions of how hydrological changes associated with urbanization impact bedload
transport rates and sizes, bedload hysteresis, bed surface textures and bed topographic variability. Many
field studies have focused on changes in morphology arising from urbanization, with the dominant channel
response being channel enlargement and bed coarsening [Hammer, 1972; Leopold, 1973; Booth, 1990;
Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006; Annable et al., 2012; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2013; Hawley et al., 2013].
Most of these field studies investigate form-based parameters, with little to no measurements on channel
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processes (such as bedload transport). Little emphasis has been placed to date on isolating the impact of
the hydrologic component of urban land-use change on bedload transport dynamics.

To address these questions, a series of unsteady flow laboratory experiments were designed to represent
different stages of watershed urbanization, ranging from rural (non-urban land-use) to highly urbanized.
Hydrograph parameters (flashiness and duration) and average annual frequency of events corresponding to
a specific return-period were derived from hydrometric gauge stations of two urbanizing watersheds,
collectively spanning the entire land-use transformation from rural to urban. Specific objectives of this
study were to characterize the bedload transport responses (rates, yields, sizes and hysteresis) to differing
hydrographs as well as investigate how differing hydrograph characteristics impact the resulting bed texture
and topographic variability. The experimental channel conditions are inspired by field data; however, the
general nature of the experiments allow for more general interpretations towards the impacts of urbanization
on gravel-bed morphodynamics.

4.2 Background
Unsteady flow is known to produce bedload hysteresis, generating a lag between discharge and bedload
transport rates [Williams, 1989]. Common classes of sediment hysteresis are 1) single value, indicating no
difference in sediment transport rate between the rising and falling limbs of a hydrograph; 2) clockwise,
indicating a greater sediment transport rate on the rising limb of hydrographs; 3) counterclockwise,
indicating a greater sediment transport rate on the falling limb of hydrographs; 4) single value plus a loop,
a combination of 1 and either 2 or 3; and 5) figure eight, a combination of 2 and 3 [Williams, 1989].
Although these classes were originally characterized for suspended sediment concentrations, they have also
been observed for bedload transport under unsteady flow conditions in both field [Reid et al, 1985; Sidle,
1988; Kuhnle, 1992; Hassan and Church; 2001] and laboratory studies [Lee et al., 2004; Mao, 2012;
Humphries et al., 2012; Waters and Curran, 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Mrokowska et al., 2016]. Clockwise
hysteresis has been attributed to a lag in the formation of roughness elements to arrest sediment transport
[Kuhnle, 1992] or to an initially loose bed due to antecedent floods [Reid et al., 1985]. Counterclockwise
hysteresis is commonly attributed to bedform lag [Lee at al., 2004] as well as bed stabilization due to
antecedent periods of low flow [Reid et al., 1985; Waters and Curran, 2015].

Bedload and surface grain size hysteresis have been documented in laboratory settings. Hassan et al. [2006]
reported gradual coarsening of bedload during rising limbs of experiments, whereas fining was observed
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through falling limbs for symmetrical and asymmetrical hydrographs; indicating a clockwise trend. Bed
surface textures for hydrographs, specifically those of shorter duration, did not change considerably from
the initial bulk mixtures which was attributed to less time for winnowing or settling processes to occur due
to the short durations of the hydrographs [Hassan et al., 2006]. When longer duration hydrographs were
studied, channel beds showed a gradual coarsening during the falling limbs of experiments, indicating that
sufficient time for particle winnowing and settling had been achieved [Hassan et al., 2006]. Similar surface
texture trends were obtained by Mao [2012], with hydrographs corresponding to lower peak discharges
showing greater degrees of bed coarsening on falling limbs. Bedload percentiles, however, exhibited a
counterclockwise trend with coarser bedload observed on the falling limb [Mao, 2012]. Conversely, Wang
et al. [2015] reported bed surface fining for hydrographs with a shorter rising limb, and little change in bed
surface texture for hydrographs with a longer rising limb for both unimodal and bimodal sediment mixtures.
Key results from these studies are summarized in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Summary of observed bedload hysteresis in both field and laboratory studies.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Hydrologic Scenario Development
Hydrological inputs for the laboratory experiments were designed based upon combining the temporal landuse trends of two urbanizing rivers located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Etobicoke Creek (67.7 km2) and
Mimico Creek (73.8 km2). Both watersheds have approximately 45 years of instantaneous (15 min)
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discharge data with similar watershed areas (<10% difference), channel morphologies and, due to their
proximity, similar rainfall [Annable et al., 2012; Thompson, 2013]. Their principal physical difference is
the amount of land-use change that has occurred in the period of record, verified by temporal aerial photo
analysis [Thompson, 2013]. Etobicoke Creek has evolved from rural to 20% urban land-use, while Mimico
Creek has transformed from 45% to 88% urban land-use during the same period of hydrometric record. A
space-for-time substitution was undertaken with the objective of combining the time-series stream gauge
data for both reaches to construct an approximate 70-year hydrologic record representing the evolution of
a watershed ranging from rural (≈ 0% urban land-use) to nearly fully urbanized. From this series, three
land-use scenarios were established, each representing a different range of urban land-use (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Land-use scenario descriptions and data sources.
Percent
Hydrology Scenario

Environment

Urban

Study Reach

Land-use

Canada Gauge

Period

ID

Pre-Development (LU1)

<10%

Etobicoke

02HC017

1969-1985

Urbanized (LU2)

40-60%

Mimico

02HC033

1969-1985

Highly Urbanized (LU3)

>60%

Mimico

02HC033

1986-2012

The 1-year return period of the undeveloped prototype [Thompson, 2013] watershed was chosen to capture
the change in intermediate, competent discharge events due to urbanization which have been shown to
change more than larger magnitude events [Hollis, 1975; Booth, 1990; Annable et al., 2012]. The events
with peak discharges falling within ±10% of this discharge were used to populate the event database for
each land-use scenario investigated.

For each event; peak discharge, total volume, total time-to-peak, total duration, threshold volume, threshold
time-to-peak and threshold duration were extracted using an algorithm developed by Thompson [2013].
Threshold parameters were defined based upon a field observed discharge that was found to mobilize the
D50 particle in one of the prototype streams during a multi-year bedload transport sampling campaign
(Chapter 3). The average of each aforementioned event parameter was used to construct characteristic
triangular hydrographs, representing average hydrograph characteristics for each land-use scenario (Figure
4.2). Thus, the impacts of progressive hydromodification can be evaluated systematically across different
experiments.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of parameters extracted from field hydrometric data for the development of
the laboratory hydrographs corresponding to the land-use scenarios. Qpeak and Qthres are peak
discharge and threshold discharge, respectively. TTP is time-to-peak and th is the threshold duration.
See text for details on hydrograph development.
The number of hydrographs chosen for each experiment represented 10 years of time in the prototype
condition. This duration was chosen as a trade-off between ensuring a representative timescale to observe
changes in bed morphology and sediment transport characteristics, and the overall length of each
experiment. Timescales of bed adjustments in gravel-bed channels are highly variable and are dependent
upon a number of factors including; type of disturbance, magnitude of disturbance, timescale of the
disturbance, and the resilience of the channel. In terms of spatial scales of adjustment, local grain scaleadjustments and micro-scale bedforms tend to occur on the smallest timescales, followed by macro-scale
bedforms (such as riffles, bars and pools), changes to the channel cross section and finally changes to the
channel planform and gradient [Knighton, 1998; Buffington, 2012]. Knighton [1998] provides an estimated
range for the adjustment period of gravel-bed streams ranging between 5 and 100 years. The focuses of
these experiments are on changes in bedload transport characteristics (rates, textures and hysteresis) and
changes in bed texture (grain-scale changes), and not on macro-scale morphology. The chosen timescale,
considered as sufficient, was within the lower end of this range. The experiments were designed as onedimensional (no channel meandering), and as such, no bars or “large-scale” bedforms were expected.
4.3.2 Experimental Design
Hydraulic and sediment parameters have been roughly scaled to an experimental flume by means of Froude
scaling for one of the prototype rivers (Mimico Creek, at a scale of 1:24). A poorly sorted bimodal sand58

gravel mixture with bulk material characteristics for D30bulk, D50bulk, D84bulk, D90bulk and Dmaxbulk of 0.5 mm, 2
mm, 6.5 mm, 7 mm and 10 mm, respectively, was used (all of which was non-cohesive). For each
hydrologic scenario (experiment), peak discharge was held constant and only flashiness (time-to-peak),
duration and frequency were altered (Figure 4.3). The peak discharge (Qpeak) was established such that the
mobility ratio of applied bed shear (estimated using the depth-slope product method) to critical bed shear
(estimated using methods outlined by Komar [1987]) (τ0 / τc) for the D84bulk particle size was approximately
equal to 1. Each triangular hydrograph was approximated in a series of short steps, as has been done in
previous experiments simulating unsteady flow [Hassan et al., 2006; Mao, 2012; Martin and Jerolmack,
2013; Waters and Curran, 2015]. The Froude number in the experiments ranged from 0.4 to 0.8, which is
within range of the prototype streams and previous experiments studying unsteady flow [Lee et al., 2004;
Mao, 2012; Waters and Curran, 2015]. Sediment input rates were established based on measured bedload
transport rates in Mimico Creek [Annable et al., 2012] (Chapter 3). The sediment input rating curve was
approximated into two input rates, such that the input rate was increased partway through the rising limb
(at 0.7Qpeak) and then decreased part way through the falling limb. This two-step sediment input was done
to simplify the experimental procedure as the sediment input rate required manual adjustment. The
difference in total input using this two-step method and adjusting during every discharge step was less than
5%, confirmed through analytical computation of the total load transported using the scaled bedload rating
curve and the two-step method. A summary of the experimental boundary conditions is provided in Table
4.2 and Figure 4.3.
Table 4.2: Experimental hydrograph variables and associated unsteady flow parameters derived
from gauge data.

Exp

qthres

qpeak

qs,in

qs,in

(low)

(high)

(g/s m)

(g/s m)

TTP

th

Vh

Freq.

No.

ttot

Vtot

(min)

(min)

(m3)

(#/yr.)

Hyd.

(hr.)

(m3)

P

Wk

Wktot

468

7.39E-05

748

6732

12.0

456

1.35E-04

410

6559

20.4

776

1.64E-04

338

11155

(L/s m)

(L/s m)

LU1

12.0

32.0

8.0

14.0

42.0

82.0

52.0

0.9

9.0

12.3

LU2

12.0

32.0

8.0

14.0

21.0

45.0

28.5

1.6

16.0

LU3

12.0

32.0

8.0

14.0

21.0

37.0

23.5

3.3

33.0

Notes: qthres is unit threshold discharge, qpeak is unit peak discharge, qs,in is unit sediment input rate, TTP is time-to-peak, th is
threshold hydrograph duration, Vh is hydrograph volume, ttot is total experimental time, Vtot is total volume of water, P is
unsteadiness parameter, Wk is total flow work index for each hydrograph and Wktot is the total flow work index for each experiment.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of laboratory experiments illustrating the experimental stepped hydrographs
(grey line), stepped sediment feed rates (grey patches) and bedload transport rates collected from the
bedload trap (black dots). 9, 16 and 33 hydrographs were conducted for LU1, LU2 and LU3,
respectively.
Also shown in Table 4.2 are unsteadiness parameters which have been previously derived to characterize
sediment yield in unsteady flow hydrographs. The unsteadiness parameter (P) of Graf and Suszka [1985]
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characterizes the unsteadiness of flow by the ratio of the change in flow depth (Δh) and the hydrograph
duration (th),
𝑃𝑃 =

∆ℎ
𝑢𝑢∗0 𝑡𝑡ℎ

(4.1)

where 𝑢𝑢∗0 is the shear velocity at base flow and calculated assuming quasi-uniform conditions. The total

flow work index (Wk) [Yen and Lee, 1995] represents the total work performed by the hydrograph,
𝑊𝑊𝑘𝑘 =

2
𝑢𝑢∗0
𝑉𝑉ℎ

𝑔𝑔ℎ0 3 𝐵𝐵

(4.2)

where 𝑉𝑉ℎ is the hydrograph volume, ℎ0 is the flow depth at base flow and B is the channel width.

4.3.3 Experimental Channel and Measurements

Experiments were conducted at the Laboratoire de Constructions Hydrauliques (LCH), at the École
polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), using a 9 m long by 0.5 m wide flume with sediment being
supplied at the upstream end by an Archimedes screw sediment feeder (Figure 4.4). A calibrated valvedischarge relationship, which was tested to be ±10% accurate for each discharge step, was used to simulate
the experimental hydrographs. Discharge was continuously measured at the channel inlet using a V-notch
weir and ultrasonic sensor. Bedload transport was measured by a bedload trap located at the downstream
end of the flume where the sediment routed through a valve and into a 0.125 mm collection bin which was
emptied between each discharge step, such that individual rates and textures could be obtained throughout
the rising limb, peak and falling limb of each hydrograph (Figure 4.4).
subsequently dried, weighed and sieved at the half-phi scale.
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Sediment samples were

Figure 4.4: Schematic of experimental channel (top) and photos illustrating the sediment feeder (left),
the channel during experiments (middle) and the downstream sediment trap (right).
Throughout each hydrograph, flow depth was continuously measured using a series of ultrasonic sensors
placed throughout the channel, and verified by measurements with a ruler against the clear channel walls.
After each hydrograph, topographic scans were conducted using a mini-echo-sounder, with an accuracy of
±1 mm, along a 3.5 m long reach of the channel at the downstream end. This 3.5 m long reach was chosen
at the downstream end to ensure that the sediment transport rates and resulting bed texture was not
influenced by the upstream boundary conditions of the channel (i.e. the sediment feeder). A series of 20
longitudinal profiles spaced every 0.02 m along the channel width were conducted with the echo-sounder,
obtaining measurements every 0.01 m in the stream-wise direction. Due to physical limitations of the
instrument, 0.06 m closest to the sidewalls could not be scanned. The grain size distribution (GSD) of the
bed was also obtained in this 3.5 m measurement reach using high resolution (12 MP) photos. Similar to
methods used by Mao [2012], a 0.3 m by 0.3 m grid was imposed over each photo using CAD software.
The b axis (intermediate axis) was digitized for the 64 particles located at each node of the grid (grid spacing
of 4.3 cm), resulting in up to 768 particles for each GSD estimate. It should be noted that some photos (<
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3% of total) and nodes (< 1% of total) were not suitable for the analysis due to lighting and/or blurriness.
These photos and nodes were subsequently removed from the analysis.
4.3.4 Experimental Procedure
A pilot test was conducted with the objective of determining the equilibrium slope of the channel. The
initial slope was set at 0.005 m/m and the LU1 hydrograph (and corresponding sediment feed) was
continuously cycled until an equilibrium slope of 0.01 m/m was achieved after six hydrographs, or
approximately 10 hours of testing.

Each experiment began with identical initial conditions. The sediment mixture was placed in the channel
and screeded to the initial 0.01 m/m slope. The bed was then slowly saturated and drained to promote initial
settlement of the freshly placed sediment. A period of low flow, enough to mobilize sand fractions, with
no sediment feed was then initialized to provide the channel with a flow history [Waters and Curran, 2015].
This period lasted for approximately 8 hours, and was considered complete when the sand particles had
rearranged such that their mobility was limited in the channel (through visual observation) and there was
negligible sediment appearing in the bedload trap. Flow was then stopped and the bed slowly drained for
initial bed photos. After the photo inventory, the tailgate was raised and the channel filled with water to a
depth of approximately 0.3 m for the mini-echo-sounder to be submerged throughout the measurement
reach (used in measuring the bed morphology).

Once echo-soundings were completed, the bed was slowly drained by lowering the tailgate and a low-flow
condition initialized. Flow was subsequently increased monotonically to the first step in the hydrograph
(12 L/s/m), thereupon the downstream bedload trap was opened and the hydrograph was simulated. After
the current hydrograph was completed, flow was quickly reduced (within 5 – 10 seconds) to arrest sediment
transport and the tailgate slowly raised for the post-hydrograph scan using the echo-sounder. Upon the
completion of the scan, the channel was slowly drained and post-hydrograph photos acquired of the bed.
This process was then repeated for the remaining hydrographs in the experiment. It should be noted that
the raising and lowering of the tailgate, draining of the channel and the reinitialization of hydrographs did
not cause any significant impact to the bed between experiments (visually verified) with the impacts limited
to a few instances of particles rolling or shifting. The overall experimental time for the experiments,
including the flow history periods, was approximately 70 hours. This time does not include the time taken
to prepare the bed, conduct the scans or take the bed photos.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Bedload Transport Rates and Yields
In each experiment, sediment transport rates and corresponding yields for the first hydrograph were much
higher than remaining hydrographs (Figure 4.3). This has been observed in other sediment-feed laboratory
studies [Ferrer-Boix and Hassan, 2014] and is interpreted to be influenced by the initial bed configuration,
such that the bed contained a higher content of fine material and had not established sufficient sedimentary
structure to resist the imposed flow conditions, both of which can cause increased bedload transport
[Papanicolaou and Schuyler, 2003; Curran and Wilcock, 2005]. As such, the first hydrograph eroded a
significant amount of material from the bed. This was followed by a period of lower transport (and yields),
where the sediment lost in the first hydrograph flush was replenished and the bed gained some structure to
resist the flow regime. During this period, very small transport rates were observed during the lower
discharges in both the rising and falling limbs, and any considerable transport occurred near the peak. After
this period, the sediment transport rates gradually increased and approached a state where, over a cycle of
hydrographs, the sediment input equaled the sediment output (on a hydrograph basis).

For the LU1 experiment, overall transport rates were lower than those of LU2 and LU3. This included both
initial higher rates observed in the first hydrograph, and subsequent rates as the experiments progressed.
Transport rates corresponding to the peak discharge of each hydrograph are shown in Figure 4.5. It should
be noted that normalized time for each hydrograph is the ratio between the number of that specific
hydrograph and the total number of hydrographs in the experiment (expressed as a percent). Excluding the
first hydrograph in each experiment, the maximum transport rate for LU1 at peak discharge was
approximately 40 g/s/m, whereas LU2 and LU3 both have transport rates above 60 g/s/m. LU2 and LU3
exhibit similar trends, they both have longer periods of low sediment transport rates, followed by an increase
until the rates appear to stabilize, although with considerable variability inherent in bedload transport. This
final period of relatively stable transport rates is more pronounced in LU3, as the rates appear to stabilize
at approximately 50 g/s/m, with the variability being ±14 g/s/m (Figure 4.5c).
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Figure 4.5: Sediment transport rates corresponding to the peak discharge of each hydrograph in a)
LU1, b) LU2 and c) LU3. Solid and hollow symbols represent hydrographs exhibiting clockwise
hysteresis and counterclockwise hysteresis, respectively. Note: No counterclockwise hysteresis was
observed for LU1.
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Notable bedload hysteresis was observed during the hydrographs. A selection from each experiment is
presented in Figure 4.6 with hydrographs chosen near the beginning, middle and end of each experiment to
illustrate the evolution of bedload hysteresis throughout experiment. For example, LU1-H5 refers to the
fifth hydrograph in the LU1 experiment. Clockwise hysteresis or a combination of single value plus
clockwise loop is observed for all hydrographs in LU1 (Figure 4.6, top row). For LU2 (Figure 4.6, middle
row) and LU3 (Figure 4.6, bottom row), the hysteresis is much more varied, with all five of the common
classes being exhibited as the experiments progress. However, in general, the hysteresis loops are much
tighter for these shorter flashier hydrographs, resembling a more single value hysteresis with occasional
small loops. The higher transport rates of LU2 and LU3 relative to LU1 are further illustrated in Figure
4.6.

Figure 4.6: Phase plots for select hydrographs from each experiment (LU1 top row, LU2 middle row,
LU3 bottom row) illustrating the different phases of bedload hysteresis present. Hi denotes the
hydrograph number of that specific experiment.
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In all experiments, the output yield (Yout), which is the total mass of sediment collected in the bedload trap
for each hydrograph, is much higher for the initial hydrograph than the input yield (Yin), which is the total
mass of sediment input during each hydrograph. Subsequent hydrographs in each experiment observed
lower yields, averaging outputs between 25% and 30% of their respective inputs, and slowly increasing
until the output approximately equaled the input, which also corresponds to the stabilization of the transport
rates previously noted (Figure 4.5). LU1 never achieves a quasi-steady state in transport, with a maximum
Yout/Yin ratio of approximately 0.6 (Figure 4.7a). Both LU2 and LU3 progresses to a Yout/Yin ≈ 1.0 after 12
and 25 hydrographs, respectively, and oscillates about this condition for the duration of each experiment
(Figures 4.7b and 4.7c). A major difference between LU1 and either LU2 or LU3 are the yields derived
from the rising and falling limbs of the hydrographs. Figures 4.7d, 4.7e and 4.7f illustrate the ratio of the
rising limb output yield (Yr) to the falling limb output yield (Yf), or herein referred to as the hysteresis ratio
(Hr). 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 = 1.0 indicates yields are balanced between the rising and falling limbs of the hydrograph whereas

𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 > 1.0 and 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 < 1.0 correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise hysteresis, respectively. For all

experiments, 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 > 1.0 for the first few hydrographs of each test. For LU2 and LU3, 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 → 1.0 after 7 and

9 hydrographs, respectively, and subsequently oscillates about 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 ≅ 1.0 (ranging between 0.6 ≤ 𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 ≤

1.4). The observed exception is in the final two hydrographs of LU2 which shows a strong clockwise
hysteresis. Hr for LU1 remains high, never departing below 1.0 and only tending below 2.0 on one occasion

(Hr averaging 3.6), whereas LU2 and LU3 averages remain close to unity (1.4 and 1.2 respectively). Greater
variability is also observed with the hysteresis of experiment LU1, with a range in Hr of 4.9, compared to
ranges of 2.5 and 1.9 for LU2 and LU3, respectively. It is interesting to note that once equilibrium between
sediment input and output is achieved, Hr approaches 1.0.
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Figure 4.7: Sediment yield ratios (Yout / Yin) of each hydrograph for the total yield, rising limb yield
and falling limb yield for a) LU1, b) LU2 and c) LU3 and the hysteresis ratio (Hr) (ratio of the rising
limb yield and falling limb yield) for d) LU1, e) LU2 and f) LU3. Horizontal line serves as a threshold
for: equal input and output sediment yields (top) and clockwise or counter clockwise nature of the
hysteresis loops (bottom).
4.4.2 Fractional Transport
The transport ratio, 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 [Parker et al., 1982], was computed for all hydrographs of each experiment, with

a select number shown to illustrate observed trends (Figure 4.8). Here, pi is the fraction of transported

material for particle class i, and fi is the fraction of particle class i in the bulk sediment mixture. A transport
ratio equaling 1, greater than 1 or less than one indicates that the specific grain class is in a state of equal
mobility, overrepresented in the bedload relative to the bed mixture or underrepresented in the bedload
relative to the bed mixture, respectively.

In all experiments, the transport ratio for all particle sizes trends towards a value of 1 with successive
hydrographs in each experiment. This is attributed to the direct feed nature of the experimental setup, which
does not allow for partial transport over long periods of time [Wilcock, 2001b]. However, the relative trends
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between experiments and likewise the rising and falling limb trends can still be compared. For LU1 and
LU2, there is a tendency for coarser fractions to be more mobile on the rising limb than on the falling limb,
with the opposite holding true for finer fractions. LU1 and LU2 generally have higher transport ratios for
finer fractions relative to LU3. There is considerably more scatter in the observed transport ratios of LU3,
with only some of the hydrographs exhibiting similar trends to LU1 and LU2. Coarse particle transport
ratios are generally higher for LU3, with values approaching and exceeding 2 - higher values corresponding
to the rising limb. The transport ratio of finer material reduces in both rising and falling limbs of later
hydrographs of LU3; infrequently exceeding 1.0. In general, the finer material of LU3 is still more abundant
on the falling limb, similar to LU1 and LU2.
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Figure 4.8: Transport ratios of each grain class, i, pi/fi, where pi is the proportion of that class in the
bedload transported out of the channel and fi is the proportion of that grain class in the bulk mixture.
Hi denotes the hydrograph number of that specific experiment.
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4.4.3 Bedload Percentiles
The D30load, D50load and D90load percentiles were chosen to characterize the lower, median and larger particle
sizes of the bedload transported through the channel, respectively. Figure 4.9 illustrates particle percentiles
for bedload samples corresponding to Qpeak. Similar trends for all experiments are observed for the coarsest
particles in the bedload (D90load), where D90load for the first few hydrographs (only the first in the case of
LU1) are finer than the D90bulk of 7.0 mm (Figure 4.9a, 4.9b, 4.9c). Grain sizes gradually increase to values
coarser than the D90bulk and stabilize at values of approximately 7.5 mm.

Figure 4.9: 90th percentile of the bedload transported out of the channel (D90load) at peak discharge
for each hydrograph for a) LU1, b) LU2 and c) LU3. 50th percentile of the bedload (D50load) at peak
discharge for each hydrograph for d) LU1, e) LU2 and f) LU3. 30th percentile of the bedload (D30load)
at peak discharge for each hydrograph for g) LU1, h) LU2 and i) LU3. Solid and hollow symbols
represent hydrographs exhibiting clockwise hysteresis and counterclockwise hysteresis, respectively.
Note: No counterclockwise hysteresis was exhibited in LU1.
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D50load for LU1 begins slightly coarser than the D50bulk of 2.0 mm but coarsens abruptly to approximately
4.0 mm after the third hydrograph (Figure 4.9d). A similar trend is observed for LU2, with the exception
that a brief period of fining of D50load occurs after the first hydrograph, with a less abrupt increase (Figure
4.9e). Also, there is a noted gradual fining of the final six hydrographs in LU2, with 𝐷𝐷50𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 → 𝐷𝐷50𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 .

D50load of LU3 similarly begins finer than the D50bulk which abruptly increases, similar to the other
experiments, here averaging 4.0 mm (Figure 4.9f). There is less of a downward trend noted in grain size

of LU3 as the experiment progresses (relative to the other experiments), indicating that the median size
remains relatively constant at peak discharge for LU3.
LU1 and LU2 exhibit similar trends in D30load. The experiments begin with 𝐷𝐷30𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ≈ 𝐷𝐷30𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ≈ 0.5 mm

which gradually increase to 𝐷𝐷30𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ≈ 1.5 mm (with the exception of hydrograph 5 in LU1) and then trend

back towards the D30bulk (Figures 4.9g and 4.9h). LU3 exhibits a much different trend (Figure 4.9i); the first
several hydrographs remain similar to D30bulk; however, the mean and variance notably increase as the

experiment progresses, with the latter hydrographs possessing a range between 1.0 mm and 2.8 mm. This
change occurs when bedload hysteresis patterns begin to fluctuate between clockwise and counterclockwise
modes of transport.

Bedload percentiles also exhibit hysteresis effects with the rising and falling limb of each hydrograph. In
general, bedload is coarser on the rising limbs (Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12); although much more variable
than the hysteresis patterns observed for discharge. Exceptions to this are noted in Figure 4.10g and 4.11a.
Similar to the observations in Figure 4.6, Figures 4.10 - 4.12 illustrate select bedload percentiles for
hydrographs near the beginning, middle and end of each experiment, such that the evolution of the bedload
percentile hysteresis can be observed. Hysteresis trends in all experiments for D90load exhibit similar trends,
exhibiting a gradual coarsening as each experiment progressed, with mostly single value hysteresis trends
(Hr ≈ 1.0) or having slight clockwise trends (Figure 4.10). Hysteresis patterns of D50load are more variable
than the previously noted grain sizes and tend to steepen as each experiment progressed, indicating a more
abrupt change in D50load with increasing or decreasing discharge (Figure 4.11). Hysteresis trends of D30load
remain similar for LU1 (Figure 4.12 a – d), become slightly steeper for LU2 (Figure 4.11 e – h) and notably
steeper and coarser for LU3 (Figure 4.12 i – l), further enforcing the higher variability observed in Figure
4.9i. It is noted that samples obtained that were smaller than approximately 200 g were not sieved nor
included in these figures as meaningful grainsize analysis on such small sample size could not be reliably
obtained.
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Figure 4.10: Bedload percentile phase plots of D90load for select hydrographs from each experiment
(LU1 top row, LU2 middle row, LU3 bottom row). D90bulk indicated by horizontal line. Hi denotes
the hydrograph number of that specific experiment.
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Figure 4.11: Bedload percentile phase plots of D50load for select hydrographs from each experiment
(LU1 top row, LU2 middle row, LU3 bottom row). D50bulk indicated by horizontal line. Hi denotes
the hydrograph number of that specific experiment.
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Figure 4.12: Bedload percentile phase plots of D30load for select hydrographs from each experiment
(LU1 top row, LU2 middle row, LU3 bottom row). D30bulk indicated by horizontal line. Hi denotes
the hydrograph number of that specific experiment.
4.4.4 Bed Surface Texture
In all experiments, armor layers developed on the channel bed, with surface percentiles D90surf, D50surf and
D30surf all coarser than their respective bulk mixture values (Figure 4.13). The experiments all begin with a
slightly coarser bed than their bulk mixtures which is attributed to the period of water working to establish
flow histories. D90surf for all experiments shows more scatter than the smaller percentiles. LU2 and LU3
both have similar average surface textures throughout the experiments, with average 𝐷𝐷90𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ≈ 8.5 mm,
𝐷𝐷50𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ≈ 4.5 mm, 𝐷𝐷30𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ≈ 3.5 mm. LU1 coarsens to a greater extent until approximately midway

through the experiment, when it exhibits a period of fining and approaches the equilibrium values of LU2
and LU3, although still slightly coarser. For LU2 and LU3, the most abrupt changes in surface texture
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correspond to hydrographs which exhibited a counterclockwise bedload hysteresis. It should be noted that
these results differ from those obtained in other studies as the surface texture here is measured between
hydrographs, not throughout [Hassan et al., 2006; Mao, 2012; Wang et al., 2015].

Figure 4.13: 90th percentile of the surface (D90surf) after each hydrograph for a) LU1, b) LU2 and c)
LU3. 50th percentile of the surface (D50surf) after each hydrograph for d) LU1, e) LU2 and f) LU3.
30th percentile of the surface (D30surf) at peak discharge for each hydrograph for g) LU1, h) LU2 and
i) LU3. Solid and hollow symbols represent hydrographs exhibiting clockwise hysteresis and
counterclockwise hysteresis, respectively. Bulk percentiles indicated by horizontal lines. Note: No
counterclockwise hysteresis was exhibited in LU1.
4.4.5 Topographic Variability
For each scan, the 20 longitudinal profiles were merged together to create a digital elevation model (DEM),
representing the bed topography after each hydrograph. Successive DEMs were compared using DEM
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differencing and the net volumes of both erosion (Ve) and deposition (Vd) were determined. Normalized
erosion (Δz,e) depth was calculated as:
∆𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒 =

𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒

(4.3)

where Ae is the planar area of the bed which experienced erosion. Similar calculations were undertaken for
the normalized deposition (Δz,d) depth, using Vd and Ad. Additionally, Ae and Ad were compared against the
total planar area (AT), which is the full area of the 3.5 m long study reach, to determine the relative fraction
of the bed which experienced erosion and deposition. These analyses allow an additional assessment of
when the channel reaches an equilibrium condition between hydrographs. Normalized experiment time
versus erosion/deposition for experiments LU1, LU2 and LU3 are illustrated in Figures 4.14a, 4.14c, and
4.14e respectively; where maximum scour depths of 5.0 mm, 8.0 mm and 3.0 mm respectively were
observed (all corresponding to the initial hydrograph of each experiment).
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Figure 4.14: Normalized erosion and deposition depths and the proportion of the bed undergoing
erosion and deposition for a,b) LU1, c,d) LU2 and e,f) LU3. Median RMSE of the 20 profiles in
(RMSE50) each bed scan, where the error bars represent one standard deviation of the RMSE values
(σRMSE). See text for details. Solid and hollow symbols in b, d and f represent hydrographs exhibiting
clockwise hysteresis and counterclockwise hysteresis, respectively. Grey patches depict the range of
bed variability for each experiment.
Consistent with the high yields and transport rates observed after the first hydrograph of each experiment,
nearly 100% of the bed in the 3.5 m long study reach exhibited erosion during this period. In subsequent
events, deposition trends dominate, which were eventually replaced by alternating erosion and deposition
trends in later hydrographs (indicating an approximate balance between erosion and depositional areas).
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Normalized erosion and deposition depths trend towards a value of approximately 2.0 mm, which
corresponds to D50bulk. As the frequency of hydrographs increases from LU1 to LU3, oscillations between
erosion and deposition occur earlier in each experiment. LU1 does not reach an equilibrium condition, but
it is clearly trending in that particular direction (Figure 4.14a).

To assess the change in surface structure and micro-scale bedforms, a bed variability analysis was
conducted. Linear regressions were fitted to each of the 20 longitudinal profile scans per hydrograph
[Richards, 1976], and the residual values from the regressions used as a metric of bed variability for each
specific longitudinal profile.

The metric chosen was the root-mean-square error (RMSE) for each

regression, which represents the square-root of the residual variance. The median RMSE (RMSE50) for the
20 profiles was calculated from the median of the 20 RMSE values from the linear regressions after each
hydrograph. This RMSE50 parameter represents the overall variability of the bed after each hydrograph.
Correspondingly, the standard deviation of the 20 RMSE (σRMSE) values for each scan were also computed,
thus providing a metric for the intra-bed variability (how different the variability of the 20 different profiles
is relative to each other) from each scan. All linear regressions for this analysis are statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level, with correspondingly high R2 values (𝑅𝑅 2 ≥ 0.95). Second-order polynomials

were also tested, and yielded similar results to the linear models, as such, the linear models were used
[Chayes, 1970].

All three experiments have similar average RMSE50 values throughout the entire experiment, with RMSE50
values of 0.222, 0.213 and 0.218 for LU1, LU2 and LU3 respectively. Variability in RMSE50 increases
with each experiment (increasing hydrograph frequency), with RMSE50 standard deviations of 0.014, 0.017
and 0.022 for LU1, LU2 and LU3, respectively, although this increase from LU1 to LU3 was not found to
be statistically different (p=0.12).
Figures 4.14b, 4.14d and 4.14f illustrate the RMSE50 values for each scan, as well as the σRMSE of the 20
RMSE values for each hydrograph (shown by the error bars as ±σRMSE). The increased variability of
RMSE50 values is visible in LU3. Correspondingly, increases in σRMSE for LU3 (Figure 4.14f) - indicating
greater topographic variability (higher σRMSE) are also visible, which also increases with each subsequent
hydrograph (higher standard deviation of RMSE50 values).

Increased topographic variability with

increasing hydrograph frequency and decreasing duration is further accentuated in Figures 4.14b, 4.14d,
and 4.14f denoted by the vertical limits of the shaded regions.
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Hydrograph Unsteadiness on Bedload Transport, Hysteresis and Surface Texture
Hydrograph unsteadiness has been shown here to impact bedload transport rates, percentiles, hysteresis and
the resulting surface composition (texture and structure). The decreasing event durations, and flashier
hydrographs of experiments LU2 and LU3, relative to experiment LU1, resulted in higher bedload transport
rates (Figure 4.15) and tighter hysteresis loops (Figure 4.6). Conversely, the longer duration hydrographs
of experiment LU1 yielded lower bedload transport rates which notably decreased during the falling limb
of each event resulting in strong clockwise hysteresis patterns. Similar trends were observed by Mao
[2012], where particle rearrangements and bed surface restructuring during the falling hydrograph limbs
gave rise to an increased critical shear stress and consequently, a reduction in sediment transport rates.
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Figure 4.15: LU1 (a) LU2 (b) and LU3 (c) hydrographs scenario (grey patches) with all the bedload
transport rates collected during each experiment (black dots). Note: the bedload transport rates
from the first hydrograph of each experiment are not included.
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Trends in fractional transport ratios reported here are consistent with those reported in other unsteady flow
experiments with an overrepresentation of coarse material on the rising limb, an overrepresentation of fine
material on the falling limb, and a clockwise hysteresis pattern in the bedload percentiles [Hassan et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2015]. With decreasing duration (increasing flashiness), the bedload percentiles became
much more variable (Figure 4.9), with steeper hysteresis loops for the median and finer particles in the
bedload (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). Bedload hysteresis trends also appear to influence this variability in
bedload percentiles, as the bedload percentiles in LU2 and LU3 begin to depart from the bulk values when
the hysteresis trends begin to switch between clockwise and counterclockwise (Figure 4.9e, 4.9f, 4.9h, 4.9i).

Likely the largest impact of the shorter duration, flashier hydrographs is in the bedload hysteresis direction
and resulting sediment yields, characterized by Hr.

Longer duration hydrographs (LU1) exhibited

hysteresis ratios greater than 1, with significantly less material being transported on the falling limbs.
Shorter duration hydrographs exhibited hysteresis ratios close to 1.0 which oscillate about unity, in either
clockwise or counterclockwise trends. As mentioned above, this oscillation also corresponds to a departure
from bulk values of the bedload percentiles (Figure 4.9e, 4.9f, 4.9h, 4.9i) and a steepening of the bedload
size hysteresis (Figures 4.10 – 4.12).

Figure 4.16 illustrates the normalized sediment yields (Yout/Yin) for i) all hydrographs (combination of both
rising and falling limbs), ii) the rising limbs of all hydrographs, and iii) the falling limbs of all hydrographs
for each experiment. The yield from the first hydrograph of each experiment was not included due to the
much higher rates (previously discussed). Although LU2 and LU3 have flashier rising limbs than LU1, the
normalized yield for the rising limb is similar for all the experiments (ranging from 0.59 to 0.67). The
major difference in experiment results are in the falling limbs. The falling limb flow durations of LU2 and
LU3 are 60% and 40% of LU1, respectively. Therefore, the flashiness of the falling limb largely controlled
the amount of sediment being transported; with LU1 only having a falling limb yield ratio of 0.20, while
LU3 has a falling yield ratio of 0.70. Observations on falling limb duration had been hypothesized by
Hassan et al. [2006] to be a critical factor governing the amount of vertical sorting of the bed, with shorter
durations resulting in insufficient time for the sorting process to occur. Hassan et al. [2006] also attributed
observed clockwise hysteresis to the sediment starved nature of the experimental channel, as their
experiments were conducted with no sediment supply. In this study, experiments had identical sediment
supply rates with only the duration of sediment supply varied (derived from the differing hydrograph
durations). The slightly coarser bed texture corresponding to the longer duration hydrographs (Figure 4.13)
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supports the possibility of vertical sorting being a contributing factor for the observed differences in
transport rates.

Figure 4.16: Normalized yield (Yout/Yin) for total yield (combination of rising and falling limbs), rising
limb yield and falling limb yield for all hydrographs in each experiment, excluding the first
hydrograph.
Another notable difference between hydrographs of each experiment was in the variability of bed
topography. The shorter duration hydrographs resulted in larger changes in bed variability after successive
hydrographs and greater intra-bed variability between the hydrographs. While the exact reason for this
increased bed variability remains unknown, there are a number of possible contributing factors. The shorter
falling hydrograph limbs of experiment LU3 may allow less time for the bed to reorganize after the peak,
which is also supported by the higher transport rates observed on the falling limbs, relative to LU1.
Although not physically quantified, a number of microform clusters were observed to develop on the bed,
and the increased variability could be clusters forming as an additional energy dissipation mechanism
[Papanicolaou and Schuyler, 2003] to account for the flashy, frequent events in LU3. This more variable
bed structure is hypothesized to be diminishing the entrainment rate of the sand grains by sheltering them
from the flow, which is supported by the transport ratios trending towards equal mobility (Figure 4.8), the
increased variability of D30load for LU3 (Figure 4.9i) and the slightly finer bed texture of LU3 relative to
LU1 (Figure 4.13).
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4.5.2 Comparison with Observations in Urbanized Rivers
Although no field study has documented bedload transport rate as detailed as this lab study in urban settings,
a number of similarities exist between results shown in this study and documented characteristics of urban
watercourses. Annable et al. [2012] documented decreasing scatter in bedload rating curves with increasing
urbanization. While they hypothesized these decreases were due to a reduced and more longitudinally
evenly dispersed bed material supply sources, it could also be in part due to the flashier hydrographs
consistent with their study reaches, which could be exhibiting less hysteresis effects (Hr ≈ 1).
Increased topographic variability has been documented in urban streams with shorter, steeper riffles and
correspondingly deeper pools [Hawley et al., 2013] and more topographically variable riffles [Annable,
2010]. In both cases, this was hypothesized to be additional form roughness to account for the additional
energy introduced through flashier, more frequent floods, an observation that directly supports the increased
topographic variability observed in the flashier hydrographs of this laboratory study.

One of the most documented traits in gravel-bed streams undergoing urbanization is bed coarsening
[Finkenbine et al., 2000; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Annable et al., 2012; Hawley et al., 2013]. The results from
this study show the opposite, in that the hydrographs corresponding to a non-urban watershed resulted in a
coarser surface layer. This is attributed to the fact that the sediment supplies were identical for all the
experiments in this study. Armoring has been strongly associated with reductions in sediment supply
[Dietrich et al., 1989; Buffington and Montgomery, 1999], which are believed to occur after the initial urban
build-out period [Wolman, 1967; Chin, 2006; Annable et al., 2012]. While the objective of this study was
to evaluate the change in sediment transport dynamics and bed morphology associated with the hydrologic
changes of urbanization, this result enforces the complex interaction exhibited between changes in both
hydrology and sediment supply and their respective influences on bed morphology at the field-scale.
4.5.3 Impacts on the Evolution of Urban Rivers and Implications to Stream Rehabilitation
and Stormwater Management
The most frequently observed change to channel morphology due to urbanization has been channel
enlargement, either through incision, widening, or a combination thereof [Hammer, 1972; Booth, 1990;
Pizzuto et al., 2000; Chin, 2006; Hawley and Bledsoe, 2013]. Since urbanization increases the frequency
of competent floods, it follows that the total flow work index, Wk, (Equation 4.2) would also increase over
the long-term due to a greater volume of water performing work on the channel [Annable et al., 2012;
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Plumb et al., Chapter 3]. An increase in channel width (B) would reduce Wk thus attempting to return the
channel to a quasi-equilibrium condition. Correspondingly, an increase in form roughness would increase
the flow depth, in turn reducing the flow velocity, energy gradient and shear velocity, also serving to
decrease Wk. In this study, the channel sidewalls were non-erodible, and as such, the topographic variability
adjusted to reduce Wk. Annable et al. [2012] reported little changes in bankfull channel width, but more
frequent floodplain inundation thereby increasing B, as well as increased topographic variability [Annable,
2010]. Hawley et al. [2013] reported a combination of channel widening and increases in topographic
variability. These trajectories of change may be important factors to consider for stream restoration projects
in urban or urbanizing watersheds. If channel width is a constraint, for example, a more variable bed profile
may be a sufficient and necessary measure (in combination with floodplain connectivity, if possible) to
account for the changing boundary conditions associated with watershed urbanization. The strong tie
between falling limb durations and bedload transport properties also has implications on stormwater
management, which causes changes to the falling limbs of events, impacting sediment transport and erosion
in channels [McCuen and Moglen, 1989; MacRae, 1997]. In reaches below dams where aquatic habitat is
often improved through controlled water releases to mobilize sediment [Battisacco et al., 2016; Juez et al.,
2016], a controlled flood with a shorter falling limb may result in the additional desired morphological
variability.

4.6 Conclusions
Laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate how common hydrologic changes associated with
watershed urbanization impact bedload transport rates and channel morphology in a gravel-bed channel.
Three hydrologic conditions (experiments) representing different levels of watershed urbanization were
derived from hydrometric gauge data of urbanizing watersheds in Ontario, Canada. Each experiment
consisted of a series of hydrographs with equal peak discharge and varying duration and flashiness.

Longer duration hydrographs resulted in lower sediment transport rates, clockwise hysteresis loops and less
topographic variability in the channel bed. Conversely, shorter duration hydrographs resulted in higher
transport rates, more variable hysteresis, but generally closer to single value, and more topographic bed
variability. A hysteresis ratio metric was introduced to quantify the bedload hysteresis. The mentioned
variable hysteresis was attributed to vertical sorting and additional sheltering from larger grains and microscale structures, which is supported by the coarser bed of the longer duration hydrographs, fractional
transport ratios, and topography scans. This hysteresis ratio was used to show that hydrographs where bed
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material supply and transport is in disequilibrium result in clockwise hysteresis, whereas hydrographs that
have equilibrium bed material supply and transport do not possess strong hysteresis characteristics.

The previously mentioned results confirm other research conducted on unsteady flow bedload transport in
gravel-bed channels. Observations made here also relate to field scale observations made on urban river
bedload transport dynamics and morphology. These observations have implications on stream restoration
and stormwater management practices in urban or urbanizing watersheds.
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Chapter 5
General Conclusions
5.1 Introduction
This thesis investigates the impacts of urbanization on bedforms in gravel-bed rivers. Changes to both
channel form and process (bedload transport) are of interest. These changes are investigated at both field
and laboratory scales and supplemented with sediment transport modeling and geomorphic work analyses.
These approaches are complementary as the field results are limited to rivers in the same
hydrophysiographic region, with detailed bedload transport measurements only available for one river. The
laboratory and modeling studies allow more generalized interpretations of the alterations to channel
processes due to urbanization. Key findings from each chapter are presented in the following section.

5.2 Summary of Results
Longitudinal profiles of 20 rivers in Southern Ontario were examined to determine if changes in bedforms
exist between rural and urban rivers in Chapter 2. Both visual field identification and objective bedform
identification methods were employed to eliminate bias associated with operator error. Results reveal that
urban rivers possess deeper pools and more topographically variable longitudinal profiles. This increased
topographic variability is hypothesized to be a manifestation of increased form roughness due to increased
energy introduced due to more frequent competent discharge events. Increased form roughness acts as an
additional energy dissipation mechanism.

Chapter 3 presents results from the field bedload transport campaign on a highly urbanized river. We used
multiple methods to measure both coarse and fine particles comprising the transported bedload. A strong
link was found between coarse particle mobility and the transport dynamics of finer material which tends
to dominate the bedload. Coarse particle mobility is very low and particles transport at much shorter
distances than those reported in literature. Finer bed material transport is more variable when coarse
particles are less mobile. The limited mobility and short transport distances of coarse particles may be a
contributing factor in the observed topographic variability documented in the previous chapter. Measured
transport data were also used to calibrate a fractional sediment transport model which was combined with
hydrometric data corresponding to different levels of watershed urbanization to perform a geomorphic work
analysis. Urbanization is increasing the frequency, volume and time of competent discharge events
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(capable of performing work on the channel), which supports the observations made in the previous chapter.
Greater increases of intermediate discharge events were observed. Less urban streams are more influenced
by larger discharge events, while urbanization is shifting the geomorphic significance to lower (but still
competent) discharges.

Observations and results from the field study were used to develop a more general unsteady flow laboratory
experiment presented in Chapter 4. Similar to Chapter 3, a number of land-use scenarios representing
different levels of watershed urbanization were developed from measured hydrometric data. Results show
that both unsteady bedload transport dynamics and resulting bed morphology change with different levels
of urbanization, with similarities between laboratory results and field results observed in the previous
chapters and in published literature. Shorter duration hydrographs (corresponding to urban conditions)
possess higher transport rates, less pronounced bedload hysteresis loops and more topographic variability
of the bed. These results align with field results presented in previous chapters, as well as existing field
studies in urban rivers. A proposed parameter for evaluating the degree of hysteresis shows sediment
transport is closely linked with falling limb dynamics.

5.3 Implications of Results on Engineering Practices
Results presented in this thesis indicate that urban rivers are evolving to a state of more topographic
variability, although it is unknown if this is a final quasi-equilibrium state. Nonetheless, additional
roughness results in higher flow depths for a given discharge. This has a direct impact on the prediction of
flood elevations, which is particularly important in urban areas due to the close proximity of built
infrastructure and increased risk to human safety. Results in this study confirm previous research that the
magnitude and frequency of flood events in urban rivers are increasing, which further emphasizes the
importance of accurate flood elevation predictions.

Results presented in this thesis also have implications on river rehabilitation techniques. If a more
topographically variable channel is a long-term state for urban rivers, this will need to be considered when
performing channel rehabilitation designs. A common technique in urban stream rehabilitation is to alter
channel bedforms through the construction of riffles and pools. Current guidelines informing practitioners
are generally derived from relationships made in more natural rivers. The insight gained from Chapter 2
of this thesis can be used to better inform engineers, geomorphologists and ecologists on target
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morphologies when performing these designs, in addition to the current tools available, specifically that a
more topographically variable bed may be necessary in highly hydromodified watersheds.

An

understanding of bedload transport is important in the success of a stream rehabilitation design. The
bedload transport data collected in this thesis is unique as datasets of this caliber in urban rivers are lacking
in literature.

Data and results presented in this thesis is an important contribution to further our

understanding of how channel processes are evolving in urbanizing rivers.

Results from the laboratory study indicate bedload transport is closely linked to falling limb characteristics
of hydrographs. Stormwater management (SWM) is known to impact the falling limb of flood events, and
results from this thesis can be used to better assess the impacts of different SWM alternatives on sediment
transport and channel erosion.

Additionally, controlled floods downstream of dams are becoming

increasingly common to augment aquatic habitat by increasing morphological diversity. Results from this
thesis (Chapter 4) can be expanded on and used to assist in the design of hydrograph characteristics of the
flood to target specific sediment transport objectives.

5.4 Future Research
The results and methods presented in this thesis create many opportunities for further research to build upon
them. Future research is possible for both form and process studies at the field scale as well as modeling,
geomorphic work analyses and laboratory studies.

While more labor and time intensive to obtain, process based field studies in urban rivers are paramount to
furthering our understanding on how these rivers have evolved due to anthropogenic modification. The
methods presented in Chapter 3 provide a framework to evaluate the impacts of urbanization relative to
unaltered rivers, or throughout the urbanization process of a single river. Due to the lack of long-term
datasets spanning the entire period of urbanization, assumptions of the land-use scenarios were made using
a space-for-time substitution with an adjacent watershed. As more hydrometric datasets spanning from
unaltered to highly modified become available, this framework can be applied to eliminate the possible
biases introduced through the space-for-time substitution conducted here. Another limitation exists in the
sediment transport model used for the geomorphic work analysis. This model was calibrated based on only
measurements of the most urban scenario, since no sediment transport measurements were available for
other periods. Since urbanization is known to change bed surface characteristics, channel width and depth,
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which heavily influence sediment transport characteristics [Wilcock and Crowe, 2003], it follows that for a
more representative characterization of sediment transport characteristics, both detailed morphologic bed
surface, and bedload transport measurements are required for each stage of watershed urbanization. Thus,
longer term datasets can be collected in urbanizing watersheds collecting hydrometric data, bed surface
samples and sediment transport samples at different stages of watershed urbanization. Sediment transport
measurements are logistically difficult to obtain, however even a small number at discharges close to the
threshold of movement can greatly improve the predictions of sediment transport models [Wilcock, 2001a].

Urbanization can lead to different changes depending on hydrophysiographic region [Chin, 2006]. Methods
and results from the form based field study in Chapter 2 can be extended to other climactic regions to
compare if urbanization produces similar changes to channel bedforms, thus further generalizing the results
presented in this thesis.

Morphologic changes associated with urbanization are believed to be a combination of both changes in
hydrology and changes in sediment supply delivered to the channel. The laboratory experiments in Chapter
4 only investigated the changes associated with hydrology, and it is acknowledged that this is only one
contributing factor influencing the morphologic change of rivers. The framework used in the laboratory
study can be repeated in combination with alterations to sediment supply and compared to results presented
here to attempt to isolate the impacts of both hydrology and sediment supply and assess their combined
impacts on sediment transport and bed morphology.

Additionally, different hydrologic scenarios

representing a range of discharge events could be incorporated to assess the impacts of different flood
magnitudes in addition to changing frequencies.

This thesis offers insight in how urbanization is changing channel processes influencing previously
observed changes in channel morphology. Both methods and results obtained can be used to guide further
research on urban morphodynamics in gravel-bed rivers.
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Appendix A
Additional Results from Chapter 2
Notes: Additional results are presented documenting raw outputs of the objective bedform methods for
each reach investigated. Results are presented in increasing order according to the Map Reference No. on
Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1.
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Figure A.1: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02EC011.
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Figure A.2: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02EC011.
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Figure A.3: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02ED006.
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Figure A.4: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02ED006.
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Figure A.5: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02GA023.
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Figure A.6: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02GA023.
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Figure A.7: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HK007.
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Figure A.8: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HK007.
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Figure A.9: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HB001.
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Figure A.10: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HB001.
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Figure A.11: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HD014.
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Figure A.12: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HD014.
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Figure A.13: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HD012.
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Figure A.14: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HD012.
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Figure A.15: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC047.
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Figure A.16: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC047.
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Figure A.17: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02ED026.
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Figure A.18: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02ED026.
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Figure A.19: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02FC016.
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Figure A.20: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02FC016.
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Figure A.21: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02ED010.
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Figure A.22: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02ED010.
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Figure A.23: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC005.
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Figure A.24: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC005.
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Figure A.25: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC017.
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Figure A.26: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC017.
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Figure A.27: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC030.
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Figure A.28: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC030.
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Figure A.29: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HB012.
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Figure A.30: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HB012.
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Figure A.31: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HD013.
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Figure A.32: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HD013.
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Figure A.33: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC029.
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Figure A.34: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC029.
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Figure A.35: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HC033.
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Figure A.36: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HC033.
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Figure A.37: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HA014.
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Figure A.38: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HA014.
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Figure A.39: a) Longitudinal profile with fitted linear and nonlinear regression models, b) residuals
from linear regression model and c) residuals from nonlinear regression model for 02HA022.
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Figure A.40: Longitudinal profile with identified bedforms using bedform differencing with a)
(1/NS)SD tolerance and b) 0.75SD tolerance and c) residual pool depths for 02HA022.
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Appendix B
Additional Results from Chapter 3
Notes: This appendix contains additional results and supporting information from Chapter 2.
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Figure B.1: Distribution of peak discharges for each land-use scenario.
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Figure B.2: Tracer transport histograms organized according to peak discharge.
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Figure B.3: Mean event path length vs a) peak discharge and b) cumulative stream energy for: eventbased tracks (filled) and non event-based tracks (hollow) for both events above and below Qbf. The
filled square in b) represents the mean cumulative path length for all events vs. the total cumulative
stream energy for the study period. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Table B.1: Temporal land-use characteristics for study watersheds [from Thompson, 2013]
Year

% Urban Area
Mimico

Etobicoke

1955

10

-

1970

45.1

1.2

1978

54.5

4.8

1995

71.8

16.2

2005

81.5

18.5
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2011
2012
2013

Tracer

# of

# of

Survey

Events

Events

Date

>Qbf

>Qthres

Nov-25

0

1

12

500

91

500

91

9

Dec-02

1

1

37

490

89

447

81

Mar-16

0

1

11

468

85

439

May-09

1

1

21

476

87

Jun-05

0

1

18

483

Aug-02

1

3

45

10,18,45

Aug-15

0

2

15

15,14

Sep-06

1

1

42

Sep-13

1

1

36

Sep-24

1

2

21

21,10

Nov-15

0

5

15

Apr-04

1

6

May-31

2

5

Pmevb

Lmevb

(%)

(%)

(m)

9

2

2

0.1

2.8

120

109

24

24

2.9

11.8

80

30

20

6

5

0.4

9.2

427

78

29

23

6

5

0.7

12.4

88

435

79

39

32

8

7

0.4

4.8

446

81

404

73

81

72

18

18

1.4

7.6

474

86

411

75

38

15

8

4

0.4

9.8

446

81

403

73

80

67

18

17

1.4

8.5

467

85

399

73

66

44

14

11

1.8

16.2

462

84

412

75

36

21

8

5

0.6

11.4

10,14,15,11,9

377

69

340

62

32

28

8

8

0.3

3.2

32

32,16,15,12,13,16

326

59

276

50

52

41

16

15

1.7

11.4

36

10,17,21,10,36

404

73

268

49

99

65

25

24

3.5

14.4

Order of Events

(m3/s)

>Qthres (m3/s)

Nf

Pr

Lmevb

Pm

Qpeak

(%)

Nfevb

Prevb (%)

Nm

Nmevb

Mobile
(m)

Notes: Nf = number of particles found, Pr = percent recovered, Nfevb = number found which were also found in the previous track (event-based), Prevb = event-based recovery rate,
Nm = total number of mobile particles, Nmevb = event-based number of mobile particles, Pm = percentage of mobile particles, Pmevb = event-based percentage of mobile particles, Lmevb
= mean transport distance of event-based particles (including immobile particles), Lmevb Mobile = mean transport distance of event-based particles (considering only mobile particles).
Event-based statistics are based on particles found in two consecutive tracer surveys.

Table B.2: Tracer recovery and mobility statistics for each of the tracer surveys. Also included are number of competent floods, flood
magnitude and flood sequence that occurred between sequential tracer surveys.
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Appendix C
Additional Results from Chapter 4
Notes: This appendix contains the raw results from all laboratory experiments performed in Chapter 4.
Results are shown for each sequential hydrograph, progressing in increasing order from top left to bottom
right.
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Figure C.1: LU1 phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 9)
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Figure C.2: LU2 phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 16)
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Figure C.3: LU3 phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 24)
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Figure C.4: LU3 phase plots (hydrographs 25 – 33)
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Figure C.5: LU1 D30load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 9)
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Figure C.6: LU2 D30load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 16)
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Figure C.7: LU3 D30load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 24)
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Figure C:8: LU3 D30load phase plots (hydrographs 25 – 33)
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Figure C.9: LU1 D50load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 9)
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Figure C.10: LU2 D50load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 16)
157

Figure C.11: LU3 D50load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 24)
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Figure C.12: LU3 D50load phase plots (hydrographs 25 – 33)
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Figure C.13: LU1 D90load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 9)
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Figure C.14: LU2 D90load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 16)
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Figure C.15: LU3 D90load phase plots (hydrographs 1 – 24)
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Figure C.16: LU3 D90load phase plots (hydrographs 25 – 33)
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Figure C.17: LU1 Transport ratios (hydrographs 1– 9)
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Figure C.18: LU2 Transport ratios (hydrographs 1– 9)
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Figure C.19: LU2 Transport ratios (hydrographs 10– 16)
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Figure C.20: LU3 Transport ratios (hydrographs 1 – 9)
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Figure C.21: LU3 Transport ratios (hydrographs 10 – 18)
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Figure C.22: LU3 Transport ratios (hydrographs 19 – 27)
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Figure C.23: LU3 Transport ratios (hydrographs 28 – 33)
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